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the racing replica Suit can be retrofitted with alpinestars advanced active protection technology – the tech air airbag 
system – to provide ultimate rider safety. -- constructed from premium 1.3mm full-grain leather for exceptional abrasion 
resistance and durability, with multiple-stitched main seams for maximum tear resistance and ultra-vented front panels 
for unsurpassed cooling while riding. -- elbow and arms feature a unique, seamless, construction technique and Pu external 
forearm protection for enhanced structural strength and abrasion resistance. -- alpinestars exclusive, patented, high modulus 
thermoplastic external shoulder protection  combines with a unique external one-piece 90° tPu knee and tibia protection for 
improved protection and reduced drag. -- a soft grip area on inner surface of the knee/leg protection enhances contact with 
the bike and race-derived, ce certified elbow, knee and tibia protectors ensure maximum impact dissipation in the event of a 
fall. -- MotoGP profile, aerodynamically sculpted back-hump promotes airflow within the suit when riding to help keep the rider 
cool and is designed to accommodate the central control unit for the tech air system. -- alpinestars ce level 2 certified bionic 
race back protector supplied as standard with a secure snap connection. -- Patented 45° leather flex zones for improved fit and 
complete multi-directional flexibility while riding with additional, upper arm, stretch panels to accommodate airbag inflation. -- 
Strategically placed stretch kevlar panels reduce material resistance while enhancing comfort and fit. -- removable, washable, 
100% anti-bacterial inner lining with strategically placed soft foam padding. -- Soft neoprene cuff and collar construction 
affords a soft touch against the skin for maximum riding comfort. -- ykk® semi auto-lock zippers on the wrist ensure secure 
closure at all times, with conventional, high quality ykk zippers used throughout the rest of the suit. -- alpinestars replaceable 
GP knee sliders.

RACING REPLICA LEATHER SUIT 
FOR TECH AIR SYSTEM 

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 46-56 EUR



315 6513 12
black white

315 6513 123
black white red

315 6513 215
white black yelllow fluo

315 5014 123
black white red

315 5014 125
black white yellow fluo

315 5014 140
black anthracite
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ATEM LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 48-60 EUR

ce certified riding garment. the suit fully conforms to ce standard: en 13595-1 for riding safety. -- ce certified shoulder, elbow, 
hip, knee and tibia protectors. -- 1.3 mm premium grade leather for high performance impact and abrasion protection. -- aramidic 
stretch chest insert to further improve fit and feel. -- inner cuff and ankle adjustment improves range of fit and comfort. -- 
critical displacement perforated panels on upper and lower body for improved ventilation. -- external alpinestars exclusive 
dynamic friction Shield (dfS) technology shoulder, elbow and knee protectors, race proven in MotoGP and wSbk. -- MotoGP 
profile, perforated, aero hump for improved aerodynamic and ventilation performance. -- Multiple external perforated leather 
panels with foam protector inserts. -- large accordion stretch panels help rider movement and comfort on the bike. -- aramidic 
stretch panels on sleeves and crotch areas to further improve fit and feel. -- removable, multi panel construction, inner liner 
with and 3d mesh inserts to improve comfort and ventilation. -- innovative calf expansion gusset improves range of fit and riding 
comfort. -- chest pad compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads available as accessory upgrade). -- Multiple 
snap button system to integrate level 2 ce certified alpinestars bionic back protector. -- neoprene comfort edge around collar 
prevents skin chafing.

constructed with premium, 1.3mm full-grain leather. -- ce-certified protection on shoulders, elbow, knee and tibia. -- chest pad 
compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads available as accessory upgrade). -- Multiple snap button system 
to integrate the level 2 ce certified alpinestars bionic back protector. -- external, dual- density tpu shoulder and elbow sliders 
are race tested and offer additional abrasion resistance in key impact area. -- advanced polyamide stretch panels on sleeves, 
chest and crotch zones. -- high-density perforations on chest, arm and leg panels. -- Soft, 3d mesh collar construction for 
breathability and comfort. -- Moto GP profile, perforated, back hump for improved aerodynamic and ventilation performance. 
-- alpinestars-developed accordion leather back panel and knee inserts for superior comfort in riding position. -- cuff and ankle 
mesh comfort edging. -- removable, multi-panel lining incorporates 3d mesh inserts to improve comfort and ventilation. -- inner 
thigh area includes textured, heat-stamped leather to promote bike grip. -- calf expansion gusset improves range of fit comfort. 
-- replaceable alpinestars gp knee sliders.

GP PRO LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 44-60 EUR (44-64 BLACK ANTHRACITE)



315 0613 12
black white

315 0613 123
black white red

315 0613 125
black white yellow fluo

315 1012 12
black white

315 1012 21
white black

315 1012 213
white black red

315 1012 185
black white Gold
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constructed from premium 1.3mm full-grain leather. -- removable, race-derived, ce-certified GPr elbow and knee/shin 
protectors feature injection molded shells and dual density foam. -- removable, ce-certified bio-armor shoulder protectors. 
-- ce-certified bionic hip pads as accessory upgrade. -- Snap connection system allows integration with alpinestars ce level 
2-certified bionic race back Protector. -- MotoGP-profiled, aerodynamic and ventilated back hump. -- reinforced seam 
construction provides maximum tear resistance. -- tPr shoulder slider reinforcements. -- ergonomic sideway frontal zipper. 
-- integrated Pe foam padding on the chest, hips, coccyx, upper arms and sides of arm. -- removable mesh liner features built-in 
stretch inserts. -- Stretch microfiber paneling on arms, back, thighs and lower back legs. -- high-density perforations on chest, 
arm and leg panels offer optimum cooling performance. -- extended accordion leather lower back panel. -- extensive, reinforced 
accordion microfiber zones in key areas on arms, torso and knees for optimum flexibility. -- breathable 3d mesh collar, cuff and 
ankle with neoprene comfort edge. -- replaceable alpinestars Pu Sport knee sliders. -- rear reflective detailing. -- Premium 
ykk fasteners.

ORBITER LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 48-60 EUR (48-64 BLACK wHITE)

constructed with premium 1.3mm full-grain leather. -- Perforated front leather panels. -- Multiple-stitched main seam 
construction for maximum tear resistance. -- high-density perforations on front panels. -- extended, reinforced aramidic 
fiber stretch panels on the sides of the torso, arms, crotch and back of the knees. -- lightweight, contoured mesh calf panels. 
-- MotoGP profile aerodynamic and ventilated back hump. -- removable, ce certified GP protectors in the elbows and shoulders 
feature injection molded shells and dual density foam padding. -- alpinestars one-piece, ce approved GP-r knee/shin protectors 
feature a floating construction for precise fit. -- tPr shoulder reinforcement. -- integrated Pe foam padding on the chest, hips, 
coccyx, upper arms and sides of the torso. -- Snap connection system to integrate ce level 2 certified bionic race back Protector. 
-- removable, washable mesh liner with built-in stretch inserts. -- flat profile ykk® Semi auto lock wrist zippers. -- alpinestars 
Pu Sport knee sliders.

MOTEGI LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 44-60 EUR (44-64 BLACK wHITE)



316 5014 140
black anthracite

316 5014 123
black white red

316 5014 10
black

316 0613 123
black white red

316 0613 12
black white

316 0613 123
black white red

316 0613 1237
black white red blue

316 0613 12
black white
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constructed with premium, 1.3mm full-grain leather. -- ce-certified protection on shoulders, elbow, knee and tibia. -- chest pad 
compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads available as accessory upgrade). -- Multiple snap button system 
to integrate the level 2 ce certified alpinestars bionic back protector. -- external, dual-density tpu shoulder sliders are race 
tested. -- advanced polyamide stretch panels on sleeves, chest and crotch zones. -- high-density perforations on chest and leg 
panels offer optimum cooling performance. -- Soft, 3d mesh collar construction for breathability and comfort. -- Moto GP profile, 
perforated, back hump for improved aerodynamic and ventilation performance. -- alpinestars-developed accordion leather back 
panel and knee inserts. -- removable, multi-panel lining incorporates 3d mesh inserts to improve comfort and ventilation. -- 
inner thigh area includes textured, heat-stamped leather to promote bike grip. -- full circumference waist connection zipper 
to securely fasten items together. -- d-ring waist adjustments feature velcro® straps. -- replaceable 140 alpinestars sliders. Pu 
sport knee sliders.

GP PRO 2PIECE LEATHER SUIT
PERFORMANCE RIDING 

SIZE: 48-60 EUR (48-64 BLACK)

constructed from premium 1.3mm full-grain leather. -- removable, race-derived, ce-certified GPr elbows and knee/shin 
protectors feature injection molded shells and dual density foam. -- removable, ce-certified bio-armor shoulder protectors. 
-- ce-certified bionic hip pads as accessory upgrade. -- Snap connection system allows integration with alpinestars ce level 
2-certified bionic race back Protector. -- MotoGP-profiled, aerodynamic and ventilated back hump. -- full circumference 
zipper securely attaches the jacket and pants together. -- d-ring waist adjustment for customized fitting. -- reinforced seam 
construction provides maximum tear resistance. -- tPr shoulder slider reinforcements. -- ergonomic sideway frontal zipper. 
-- integrated Pe foam padding on the chest, hips, coccyx, upper arms and sides of arm. -- removable mesh liner features built-in 
stretch inserts. -- Stretch microfiber paneling on arms, back, thighs and back legs. -- high-density perforations on chest, arm 
and leg panels offer optimum cooling performance. -- extended accordion leather lower back panel. -- extensive, reinforced 
accordion microfiber zones in key areas on arms, torso and knees for optimum flexibility. -- breathable 3d mesh collar, cuff and 
ankle with neoprene comfort edge. -- replaceable alpinestars Pu Sport knee sliders. -- rear reflective detailing. -- Premium 
ykk fasteners.

ORBITER 2PIECE LEATHER SUIT
PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 EUR (48-64 BLACK wHITE)



316 6513 123
black white red

316 6513 12
black white

316 6513 10
black
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constructed with premium 1.3mm full-grain leather. -- Multiple-stitched main seam construction for maximum tear resistance. 
-- high-density perforations on front panels. -- extended, reinforced aramidic fiber stretch panels on the sides of the torso, arms, 
crotch and back of the knees. -- lightweight, contoured mesh calf panels. -- alpinestars exclusive aerodynamic and ventilated 
back hump. -- removable, ce certified GP protectors in the elbows and shoulders feature injection molded shells and dual 
density foam padding. -- alpinestars one-piece, ce approved GP-r knee/shin protectors feature a floating construction for 
precise fit. -- tPr shoulder reinforcement. -- integrated Pe foam padding on the chest, hips, coccyx, upper arms and sides of the 
torso. -- Snap connection system to integrate ce level 2 certified bionic race back Protector. -- removable, washable mesh liner 
with built-in stretch inserts. -- flat profile ykk® Semi auto lock wrist zippers. -- alpinestars Pu Sport knee sliders.

MOTEGI 2PIECE LEATHER SUIT
PERFORMANCE RIDING 

SIZE: 48-60 EUR (48-64 BLACK wHITE)

316 1012 213
white black red

316 1012 21
white black

316 1012 12
black white

constructed from premium 1.3mm full-grain leather. -- Perforated front leather panels. -- Multiple-stitched main seam 
construction for maximum tear resistance. -- high-density perforations on front panels. -- extended, reinforced aramidic fiber 
stretch panels on the sides of the torso, arms, crotch, and back of knees. -- lightweight, contoured mesh calf panels. -- MotoGP 
profile aerodynamic and ventilated back hump. -- removable, ce certified GP protectors in the elbows and shoulders feature 
injection molded shells and dual density foam padding. -- alpinestars one-piece, ce approved GP-r knee/shin protectors feature 
a floating construction for precise fit. -- Silicon embossed shoulder reinforcement. -- integrated Pe foam padding on the chest, 
hips, coccyx, upper arms and sides. -- Snap-in connection system for the ce level 2 certified bionic race back Protector. -- chest 
pad compartments with Pe protection padding (alpinestars bionic chest guards available as accessory upgrade). -- removable/
washable mesh liner with built-in stretch inserts. -- flat profile ykk® Semi auto lock wrist zippers. -- alpinestars Pu Sport knee 
sliders.

ATEM COMBI LEATHER SUIT
PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 EUR



310 5013 12
black white

310 5013 1034
black red anthracite

310 5013 1237
black red white blue

310 5013 10
black

310 5013 125
black white yellow fluo
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310 6513 123 
black white red

 310 6513  215 
white black yellow fluo

 310 6513 12
 black white

ATEM LEATHER JACKET

ce certified riding garment. Jacket conforms fully to the ce standard: en 13595 – 1 for riding safety. -- ce certified shoulder and elbow protectors. -- 1.3 mm high-grade leather construction 
with re-enforcements in critical impact zones. -- aramidic stretch chest insert further improving fit and feel. -- cuff adjustment improves range of fit and comfort. -- critical displacement 
perforated panels on upper and lower body for improved ventilation. -- external alpinestars exclusive dynamic friction Shield (dfS) technology shoulder and knee protectors, race proven 
in MotoGP and wSbk. -- MotoGP profile, perforated, aero hump on upper back for improved aerodynamic performance and ventilation. -- Multiple, external, perforated leather panels with 
foam protector inserts. -- large accordion stretch panels help movement and comfort on the bike. -- aramidic stretch panels on sleeve areas to further improve fit and feel. -- Multi panel 
liner construction and 3d mesh inserts to improve comfort and ventilation. -- d-ring waist adjustment for precision fitting. -- removable security strap, keeps the jacket positioned in case 
of an accident (feet first slide). -- chest pad compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads available as accessory upgrade). -- Multiple snap button system for integration of 
the level 2 ce certified alpinestars bionic back protector. -- neoprene comfort edge around collar.

PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR

310 8512 182
black Silver white

310 8512 231
white red black

310 8512 213
white black red

GP TECH LEATHER JACKET

constructed of 1.3mm premium full-grain leather, stretch kevlar® and heavy duty polyamide. -- high density perforated leather chest and side panels for superior ventilation. -- breathable 
reinforced stretch inserts run down interior of sleeves. -- removable internal vest 3l windbreaker liner with mesh lamination allows moisture to disperse quickly. -- exclusive alpinestars 
patented high modulus thermoplastic external protection on shoulders and elbows. -- fixed mesh liner with 6mm high density shock absorbent padding around upper arms. -- back and 
chest protection compartments with Pe padding inserts (alpinestars ce bio armor back protector insert and tech chest Guards available as accessory upgrade). -- removable ce certified 
GP elbow protectors and shoulder bio armor. -- extended elbow and shoulder accordion leather panels.  -- aerodynamic MotoGP profile back hump. -- contoured stretch neoprene neck cuff 
and stretch neoprene wrist inserts. -- flat profile ykk® Semi auto lock wrist zippers eliminate the need for a bulky security flap. -- alpinestars chest, back and arm logos. -- Secure snap 
connection system for bionic race protector. -- flat external waist adjustment flaps attach with velcro over stretch gussets.

PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR

constructed with premium, 1.3mm full-grain leather. -- ce-certified protection on shoulders and elbow. -- chest pad compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads available 
as accessory upgrade). -- Multiple snap button system to integrate the level 2 ce certified alpinestars bionic back protector. -- external, dual-density tpu shoulder and elbow sliders offer 
additional abrasion resistance in key impact area. -- advanced polyamide stretch panels on sleeves and chest to further improve fit and feel. -- high-density perforations on chest, arm, 
back and shoulders. -- Soft, 3d mesh collar construction for breathability and comfort. -- Moto GP profile, perforated, back hump for improved aerodynamic and ventilation performance. -- 
technical, pre- curved sleeve construction. -- collar and cuff mesh comfort edging. -- lining incorporates 3d mesh inserts. -- two external zippered pockets and one internal water- resistant 
pocket. -- d-ring waist adjustments feature velcro® straps. -- waist connection zipper allows attachment to alpinestars riding pants.

CELER LEATHER JACKET
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR (48-64 BLACK /BLACK wHITE)



310 1013 12
black white

310 1013 123
black white red

310 1013 163
black white Green

310 1013 10
black
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310 0911 10
black

310 0911 231
white red black

310 0911 21
white black

GP PLUS LEATHER JACKET

1.3mm full grain leather. -- tPr shoulder cups. -- lateral accordion stretch panels across the back. -- longitudinal underarm aramidic stretch panels. -- inner mesh lining with stretch panel 
inserts that work with outer stretch zones for improved flexibility and precise fit. -- removable and adjustable ce certified bio armor protectors in the elbows and shoulders. -- chest and 
back pad compartments with Pe comfort padding (alpinestars ce bio armor back protector insert and tech chest Guards available as accessory upgrade). -- Snap connection system to 
integrate ce level 2 certified bionic race back Protector. -- tPr neck flap with velcro closure. -- d-ring waist adjustment. -- internal waist connection zipper allows attachment to selected 
alpinestars leather and textile pants. -- ykk® zippers.

SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR (48-64 BLACK)

310 0912 10
black

GP PLUS PERFORATED LEATHER JACKET

1.3mm full grain leather construction. -- Perforated front leather panels. -- tPr shoulder cups. -- integrated comfort foam padding on the back and shoulders. -- lateral accordion stretch 
panels across the back. -- longitudinal underarm aramidic stretch panels. -- inner mesh lining with stretch panel inserts that work with outer stretch zones for improved flexibility and 
precise fit. -- removable and adjustable ce certified bio armor protectors in the elbows and shoulders. -- chest and back pad compartments with Pe comfort padding (alpinestars ce bio 
armor back protector insert and tech chest Guards available as accessory upgrade). -- Snap connection system to integrate ce level 2 certified bionic race back Protector. -- tPr neck 
flap with velcro closure. -- d-ring waist adjustment. -- internal waist connection zipper allows attachment to selected alpinestars leather and textile pants. -- Multiple internal storage 
compartments. -- ykk® zippers.

SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 48-64 EUR

310 5014 123
black white red

310 5014 125
black white yellow fluo

310 5014 140
black anthracite

310 5014 10
black

constructed with premium, 1.3mm full-grain leather. -- ce-certified protection on shoulders and elbow. -- chest pad compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads available 
as accessory upgrade). -- Multiple snap button system to integrate the level 2 ce certified alpinestars bionic back protector. -- external, dual-density tpu shoulder and elbow sliders offer 
additional abrasion resistance in key impact area. -- advanced polyamide stretch panels on sleeves and chest to further improve fit and feel. -- high-density perforations on chest, arm, 
back and shoulders. -- Soft, 3d mesh collar construction for breathability and comfort. -- Moto GP profile, perforated, back hump for improved aerodynamic and ventilation performance. 
-- technical, pre- curved sleeve construction. -- collar and cuff mesh comfort edging. -- Multi-panel lining incorporates 3d mesh inserts. -- two external zippered pockets and one internal 
water- resistant pocket. -- d-ring waist adjustments feature velcro® straps. -- waist connection zipper allows attachment to alpinestars riding pants.

GP PRO LEATHER JACKET
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 44-60 EUR (44-64 BLACK)

removable ce-certified bio-armor shoulder and elbow protection. -- durable 1.3 mm leather construction with flexible Polyamide stretch panels on back, chest, waist and arms. -- chest 
and back pad compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads and back armor available as accessory upgrade). -- Multiple snap button system to integrate the level 2 
ce-certified alpinestars bionic back protector. -- cuff adjustment includes velcro and semi-auto locking zips. -- external, dual-density tPu shoulder sliders. -- 3d mesh collar improves 
comfort. -- Strategically positioned high density perforated zoning. -- Zippered dynamic flow control (dfc) air in-takes to allow efficient regulation of inner airflow. -- velcro and d-ring waist 
adjustment. -- low-profile, round-edged collar to avoid irritation. -- neoprene comfort edge on collar and cuff. -- removable thermal jacket liner. -- Mesh lining to improve breathability. 
-- rear reflective detailing for improved rider visibility. -- internal waist connection zipper to allow attachment to alpinestars riding pants.

JAWS LEATHER JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 46-60 EUR (46-64 BLACK)



310 1913 10
black

310 1913 96
Pyrite

310 1913 80
brown

AVANT LEATHER JACKET

removable ce-certified bio-armor shoulder and elbow protection for class-leading protection. -- durable 1.1 mm leather outer construction with flexible and strategically placed leather 
and poly-fabric stretch inserts to improve fit and flexibility. -- chest and back pad compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads and back armor available as accessory 
upgrade).-– Strategically positioned high density perforation zones on front, back, arms and shoulders. -- cuff adjustment includes velcro and semi-auto locking zips for range of fit and 
improved comfort. -- Mesh liner improves comfort and ventilation -- velcro and d-ring waist adjustments for highly customized fit. -- 3d mesh structure on collar and cuffs, plus neoprene 
comfort edge for added comfort. -- reflective detailing of front and back to improve rider visibility. -- internal waist connection zipper to allow attachment to alpinestars riding pants. 
-- embroidered logos on front, back and sleeves.

SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 46-60 EUR (46-64 BLACK)
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310 1713 10
black

AVANT PERFORATED LEATHER JACKET

removable ce-certified bio-armor shoulder and elbow protection for class-leading protection. -- durable 1.1 mm leather outer construction with flexible and strategically placed leather and 
poly-fabric stretch inserts to improve fit and flexibility. -- chest and back pad compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads and back armor available as accessory upgrade). 
-- extensive front and rear perforation panels for superb climatic airflow. -- Strategically positioned high density perforation zones on front, back, arms and shoulders. -- cuff adjustment 
includes velcro and semi-auto locking zips for range of fit and improved comfort. -- Mesh liner improves comfort and ventilation -- velcro and d-ring waist adjustments for highly customized 
fit. -- 3d mesh structure on collar and cuffs, plus neoprene comfort edge for added comfort. -- reflective detailing of front and back to improve rider visibility. -- internal waist connection 
zipper to allow attachment to alpinestars riding pants. -- embroidered logos on front, back and sleeves. 

SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 44-64 EUR



SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 44-60 EUR

310 8014 10
black

310 8014 96
Pyrite

BLACK SHADOW PHANTOM LEATHER JACKET

highly supple leather construction. -- high-density perforated front and rear panels. -- removable ce certified shoulder and elbow protection for class-leading impact protection. -- 
chest and back compartments for bionic accessory upgrade. --  ergonomic stretch leather accordion inserts. -- new generation, dual-density tPu sliders on shoulders and elbows offer 
unsurpassed abrasion resistance in key critical areas. – short profiled aerodynamic hump. -- anatomically sleeve design to reduce fatigue. -- low profile, round-edged collar for comfort 
features padded 3d mesh for excellent breathability. –removable multi-panel mesh inner lining. -- elongated rear profiling, plus d-ring and velcro® waist adjustment system. -- removable 
mesh lining. -- internal waist connection zipper. -- reflective detailing on back and arms for improved rider visibility.  . -- external zippered pockets and internal waterproof pocket. -- injected 
3d logos for sport styling.

SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 44-60 EUR

ROAD RIDING - SIZE: 44-60 EUR
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BLACK SHADOW HADES LEATHER JACKET

constructed from supple, premium full-grain leather for excellent abrasion resistance and luxurious comfort. -- advanced, technical sleeve construction to reduce fatigue and improve 
anatomical performance. -- removable ce-certified shoulder and elbow protection for class-leading impact protection. -- chest and back compartments for bionic accessory upgrade 
--  ergonomic stretch leather accordion inserts. – new generation, dual-density tPu sliders on shoulders offer unsurpassed abrasion resistance. -- Padded 3d mesh collar for excellent 
breathability. – cuff adjustments with velcro®. -- removable multi-panel mesh inner lining. – removable thermal jacket for cold weather. -- internal waist connection zipper. -- reflective 
detailing on back and arms for improved rider visibility. -- elongated rear profile, plus d-ring and velcro® waist adjustment system feature velcro® straps. -- external zippered pockets and 
internal waterproof pocket. -- injected 3d logos for sport styling.

310 8214 10
black

310 8214 96
Pyrite

constructed from supple ‘distressed’ premium full-grain leather for excellent abrasion resistance and comfort. -- removable ce-certified   shoulder and elbow protection for class-leading 
impact protection.-- Pre-curved sleeves design helps reduce fatigue. -- chest and back pad compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads and back armor available as 
accessory upgrade). -- natural cotton lining for comfort plus advanced poly-fabric inner sleeves for easy in and out. -- low profile styled collar plus snap fastener. -- Zippered cuff offers 
versatile and secure closure. waist adjustment for improved range of fit and comfort. -- external zippered pockets plus internal zippered waterproof wallet pocket. -- vintage-effect ykk 
fasteners used throughout to compliment retro styling. -- Subtle tone-on-tone logo detailing on back and front.

BLACK SHADOW HUNTSMAN LEATHER JACKET

310 8314 10
black



Premium, ultra-soft 0.7mm full-grain leather with vintage finishing. -- fixed long-sleeved quilted liner. -- expansion gussets around the back of the shoulders enhance mobility. -- removable, 
lightweight ce certified bio armor elbow and shoulder protectors. -- integrated back pad compartment can be fitted with alpinestars ce certified bio armor back Protector insert. -- 4 
external zippered pockets and 2 flat internal pockets. -- d-ring waist adjustment. -- Push-stud neck snaps.

ELIMINATOR LEATHER JACKET
ROAD RIDING  - SIZE: S-4XL

310 7212 120
black creaM

310 7212 10
black

312 9011 10
black

312 9011 12
black white

TRACK LEATHER PANTS

Sport riding pants suitable for track and street use. -- 1.3 mm full-grain leather. -- Perforated leather panel inserts. -- accordion leather stretch zones improve flexibility. -- extended rear 
waist construction. -- ergonomically placed stretch kevlar® panels. -- Patented calf expansion pockets improve range of fit. -- Multiple-stitched main seam construction for maximum tear 
resistance. -- inner mesh lining with stretch panel inserts work with outer stretch zones for a snug fit. -- internally reinforced seat area. -- removable ce certified GP protectors. -- foam 
padding built into the hip area.-- internal waist connection zipper for attaching to riding jackets. -- alpinestars’ replaceable Sport knee sliders. -- ykk® Semi auto lock zippers.

PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 44-60

312 0912 12
black white

GP PLUS LEATHER PANTS

constructed from premium 1.3mm full-grain leather. -- contoured, lightweight mesh calf cuffs. -- Multiple-stitched main seam construction for maximum tear resistance.  -- alpinestars 
one-piece, ce approved GP-r knee/shin protectors feature a floating construction for precise fit.  -- accordion leather knees flex zones. -- Stretch waist bands and sliding hook waist closure 
offer precise fit. -- internal lining with stretch panels inserts and outer stretch zones for enhanced fit. -- waist connection zipper allows attachment to selected alpinestars leather and textile 
jackets. -- integrated coccyx and hip protection zones with Pe foam padding. -- alpinestars Pu Sport knee sliders.

SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 44-60

312 0912 321
red white black

312 0912 10
black
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310 5514 10
black

HOXTON LEATHER JACKET

constructed with supple, premium, 1.3mm full-grain leather for unsurpassed abrasion resistance, comfort and durability. -- removable ce-certified shoulder and elbow protection for 
class-leading impact protection. -- chest compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads available as accessory upgrade). -- back compartments supplied with replaceable 
poly-foam padding (ce-certified bio-armor back protector insert available as accessory). -- extensive advanced aramidic stretch panels on underarms, elbows, torso and shoulders give 
superb range of movement. -- anatomically innovative sleeve design to reduce fatigue and improve riding comfort. -- low profile, round-edged collar for comfort features snap fastener. 
-- removable, multi-panel thermal lining incorporates stretch inserts for improved fit. -- internal waist connection zipper to allow attachment to alpinestars riding pants. -- technical, pre-
curved sleeve construction for optimized sport riding fit. -- four external zippered pockets and three internal pockets. -- Premium ykk fasteners used throughout garment.

ROAD RIDING  - SIZE: 48-60 EUR





360 2013 10 
black

TECH ST GORE-TEX® JACKET

Gore-tex® pro textile main construction. -- innovative, 3-layer textile and leather construction with sealed waterproof seams and ventilation openings, which is fully compliant with Gore-
teX motorcycle rain test requirements. -- two zippered front air intake vents. -- two zippered rear air exhaust vents. -- rear shoulder stretch panels. -- elbow accordion stretch panels. 
-- leather protection panels have been positioned on shoulders & elbows to improve abrasion resistance. -- Gore-tex armacor seat panel. -- advanced ce certified  soft shoulder and elbow 
protectors. -- ykk waterproof zippers on all external openings. -- ykk waterproof semi auto lock zippers on cuffs. -- for improved riding position comfort the jacket features elongated 
rear profile to cover kidney zones and a raised front profile. -- width adjustment on jacket sleeves and waist. -- removable thermal liner. -- the jacket fit allows a tech mid layer to be worn 
comfortably underneath.

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR

362 2013 10 
black

TECH ST GORE-TEX® PANTS

Gore-tex® pro textile main construction. -- innovative, 3-layer textile and leather construction with sealed waterproof seams and ventilation openings, which is fully compliant with Gore-
teX motorcycle rain test requirements. -- two zippered front air vents on thighs and calves. -- Stretch panels at crotch and in upper back. -- Stretch accordion panels on knees. -- leather 
panels have been positioned to give additional protection to hips, knee, lower inner leg and seat area. -- Gore-tex armacor thigh panels. -- ce certified, advanced, knee protectors. -- ykk 
waterproof zippers on all external openings. -- ykk waterproof semi auto lock zipper on ankles. -- removable, adjustable braces and width adjustment on waistband. -- deep lateral side ankle 
zipper allowing boots to be worn under the pants. -- removable long thermal liner.

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR
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362 0012 10
black

Gore-teX® Pro Shell fabric main construction.  -- Strategically placed Gore-teX® armacor panels for exceptional abrasion and tear resistance in key impact areas. -- Pre-curved, articulated 
leg construction. -- removable braces offer advanced comfort in wearing, and an integrated kidney panel helps to warm up the area. -- large cargo pockets with oversize entry for easy 
access. -- oversized d-ring waist adjustment and zippered expansion gussets on the lower leg offer a tailored fit. -- lightweight, high performance, ce certified knee protectors. -- removable, 
full-length quilted liner. -- hip compartments with ergonomically tapered Pe comfort padding. -- integrated high visibility reflective stripes and logos improve rider visibility in poor light 
conditions.  -- internal waist connection zipper for attachment to riding pants. -- non-aggressive micro-velcro used throughout the garment. -- Premium ykk® zippers.

TECH ROAD GORE-TEX® ARMACOR PANTS

Gore-teX® Pro Shell fabric main construction. -- Strategically placed Gore-teX® armacor panels for exceptional abrasion and tear resistance in key impact areas. -- removable windbreaker 
collar with inner fleeced liner. -- Pre-curved, articulated sleeve construction. -- fully adjustable sleeve volume via d-rings on the upper arm and forearm. -- oversized d-ring waist adjustment 
and zippered expansion gussets. -- two aerodynamically profiled external chest pockets. -- two large front cargo pockets with oversize entry for easy access. -- five internal waterproof 
pockets. -- ergonomic, removable long sleeved thermal liner with neck collar and elongated rear profile.  -- lightweight, high performance, ce certified elbow and shoulder protectors. 
-- chest and back pad compartments with Pe comfort padding (ce certified bio armor back protector insert available as accessory). -- built-in Pe foam padding on the shoulder. -- integrated 
high visibility reflective stripes and logos. -- internal waist connection zipper for attachment to riding pants. -- non-aggressive micro-velcro used throughout the garment. -- Premium ykk® 
zippers with twin sliders on front zipper.

TECH ROAD GORE-TEX® ARMACOR JACKET
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR

360 0012 10
black

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR

AVAILABLE IN SHORT VERSION - SIZE: 50-56 / 362 0112 10



360 1011 938
Gray Sand

DURBAN GORE-TEX® JACKET

Multifabric shell construction. -- lightweight polyamide main construction. -- lightweight protective polyamide inserts. -- Superfabric® ceramic coated welded reinforcements. -- Zippered 
air intakes and rear air exhausts on the sleeves, chest and shoulders. -- articulated elbow construction. -- detachable sleeves. -- two waterproof external pockets on front of jacket. -- Multiple 
fit and volume adjustment. -- removable Gore-tex® Paclite® membrane with micro-fleece inserts. -- removable rear large utility pocket. -- lightweight, removable ce certified elbow and 
shoulder protectors. -- chest and back pad compartments with Pe protective padding (alpinestars bio armor back protector insert and chest guards available as accessory upgrade). 
-- integrated high visibility reflective stripes. -- internal waist connection zipper for attachment to riding pants. -- bionic neck Support (bnS) connection system. -- 2lt bladder storage (0.5 
lt. when used with bnS).

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR

wRAPPED REMOVABLE GORE-TEX® 
PACLITE® MEMBRANE wITH  MICRO-

FLEECE INSERTS.

REMOVABLE REAR LARGE UTILITY  
POCKET PERFECTLY ACCOMODATES 

SLEEVES AND LINER.

362 1011 938 
Gray Sand

DURBAN GORE-TEX® PANTS

Multifabric shell construction. -- lightweight polyamide main construction. -- lightweight protective polyamide inserts. -- Superfabric® ceramic coated welded reinforcements. -- Medial 
lower end leather panel. -- alpinestars patented vector knee construction. -- articulated rear panel for extra support and ease of movement. -- extended air intake located on knee panel. 
-- 2 side external 100% waterproof pockets. -- removable Gore-tex® Paclite® membrane with micro-fleece inserts. -- removable ce certified lightweight knee protectors. -- high visibility 
reflective stripes integrated in the design. -- internal waist connection zipper for attaching to riding jackets. -- removable bibs and braces. -- fits enduro/MX, adventure and touring boots.

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR

360 5013 10
black

rip-stop textile fabric covering shoulders and elbows for additional abrasion and tear resistance with teflon® coated outer shell. -- waterproof & breathable Gore-tex® insert. -- removable 
long sleeve thermal liner highlighted with a red zipper connection for easy identification. -- collar stretch panels to improve neck comfort with loop to hold flap open while riding. -- 
neoprene comfort edge on collar and cuffs. -- Zippered air intakes and rear air exhaust on the arms. -- lower back extended and reinforced for riding comfort. -- removable ce certified bio 
armor elbow and shoulder protectors -- chest protector inserts. -- direct injection logos & 3d logo on the back. -- Pre curved sleeves. -- high visibility reflective colored piping. -- Gusseted 
velcro adjustment on cuffs. -- 2 external, zippered, upper chest pockets. -- 2 external, zippered, lower chest pockets. -- internal pockets + wallet pocket. -- internal waist connection zipper 
for attachment to alpinestars riding pants.

NEW LAND GORE-TEX® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL

360 5013 155 
black yellow fluo

362 5013 155 
black yellow fluo

rip-stop textile fabric covering seat, and knees for additional abrasion and tear resistance with teflon® coated outer shell. -- 2 zippered front air intake vents. -- back and knee stretch 
panel inserts. -- removable ce certified bio armor knee and shin protectors. -- removable long thermal liner highlighted with a red zipper connection for easy identification. -- comfortable 
waist closure. -- high visibility reflective colored piping. -- adjustable velcro tightening on waist. -- 2 external zippered pockets. -- external waist connection zipper for secure attachment 
to alpinestars riding jackets.

NEW LAND GORE-TEX® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: S-3XL

362 5013 10
black

AVAILABLE IN SHORT VERSION - SIZE: S-3XL /  362 5114 10 BLACK
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362 6012 10
black

highly abrasion and tear resistant polyamide fabric construction. -- waterproof and breathable Gore-teX® liner. -- adjustable waist and secure sliding hook closure. -- elasticized rear yoke. 
-- Pre-curved leg construction. -- extended zippered boot gussets. -- two external pockets -- removable quilted thigh warmer. -- impact protection provided by removable ce certified knee 
protectors. -- hip compartments with ergonomically tapered Pe comfort padding. -- Premium ykk® zippers.

COURMAYEUR GORE-TEX® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL

Multi-material main shell construction with abrasion and tear-resistant panels. -- removable and interchangeable waterproof and breathable dryStar® full liner with taped seams. -- long 
sleeve thermal liner. thermal liner is ‘sonic quilted’ for improved insulation performance and reduced material volume. -- Sleeves cuffs include velcro® closure tab as well as open mesh 
gusset. -- featuring Jet ventilation System (JvS) large zippered air intakes for cooling performance. -- removable ce-certified bio-armor shoulder and elbow protection. -- chest and back 
pad compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads and back armor available as accessory upgrade). -- anatomical, pre-curved sleeve design incorporate velcro® volume 
control adjustment straps.  -- increased reflective detailing and logos. -- accordion stretch inserts on shoulders and elbows. -- waist adjustment belt. -- elongated rear profiling for comfort. 
-- two chest front water resistant zips and one internal waterproof wallet pocket. -- convenient storage options with two front cargo style pockets and large rear utility pocket. -- Premium 
ykk zippers with twin sliders on front zipper. -- internal waist connection zippers for attachment to alpinestars riding pants.

VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® JACKET

320 4014 10
black

320 4014 9211
liGht Gray dark Gray black

320 4014 1738
Gray blue red

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL 
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322 4014 10
black

322 4014 1738
Gray blue red

322 4014 9211
liGht Gray dark Gray black

Superior, multi-material main shell construction for durability, with abrasion and tear-resistant panels in critical impact areas. -- waterproof and breathable dryStar® membrane. -- 
removable thermal liner (180g) allows pant to be worn in various weather climates. thermal liner is Œsonic quilted¹ for improved insulation performance and reduced material volume. -- air 
intakes and rear exhaust zippers in thighs offering greater regulation of internal. -- removable ce-certified bio-armor on knees is light, breathable and ergonomic for class-leading impact 
protection. -- increased reflective detailing and logos for increased rider visibility. -- waist adjustment belt. -- Pre-curved leg construction for enhanced fit and comfort in the riding position. 
-- Premium ykk zipper and velcro® cuff closure fits alpinestars boot models. -- optimized for use with valparaiso dryStar® Jacket or other alpinestars jacket models.

VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL

AVAILABLE IN SHORT VERSION - SIZE: S-4XL /  322 4114 10



CALAMA DRYSTAR® JACKET

Multi-material construction with a highly abrasion and tear resistant poly-fabric main shell. -- rip-stop reinforcement in key impact areas. -- waterproof and breathable dryStar® full liner 
with taped seams. -- long sleeve thermal liner. -- thermal liner is ‘sonic quilted’ for improved insulation and reduced material bulk. -- unique multi-layer sleeve construction: allows rider to 
remove outer shell sleeve but keep in place a reinforced mesh lining incorporating elbow and shoulder protectors for improved protection during hot weather riding. Mesh sleeve lining with 
protectors can also be removed. Sleeve cuffs include velcro® closure and ykk zips. -- removable ce-certified bio-armor shoulder and elbow protection for superb impact protection. -- chest 
and back pad compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads and back armor available as accessory upgrade). -- anatomical, pre-curved sleeve design. -- Jet ventilation 
System (JvS): strategically positioned zippered air intakes on torso with large rear air exhaust window on back for cooling performance. -- Sleeves incorporates reflective arm band. four 
external front pockets, including two waterproof pockets and two large cargo pockets, one of which is removable with a transparent window to be a convenient document holder. -- external 
large rear utility pocket, which is removable to become a convenient carry bag. internal pockets are waterproof and zippered. -- d-ring waist adjustment. -- extended profile lower back. 
-- reflective detailing on front and back improves rider visibility. -- internal waist connection zippers for attachment to alpinestars riding pants.

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL

320 5014 2017
ice white Gray blue

320 5014 155
black yellow fluo

320 5014 2015
ice white Gray yellow fluo

CALAMA DRYSTAR® PANTS

technical, multi-material construction with a highly abrasion and tear resistant poly-fabric main shell and multi-panel mesh lining. -- rip-stop reinforcement in key impact areas on the 
knees for durability and abrasion resistance. -- full length waterproof and breathable dryStar® membrane for long term weather-proofing. -- removable ce-certified bio-armor on knees 
is light, breathable and ergonomic for class-leading impact protection. -- air intakes and rear exhaust zippers on the thighs offers greater regulation of internal airflow for enhanced 
riding comfort. -- reflective detailing and logos. -- removable thermal liner allows pant to be worn in various weather climates. thermal liner is Œsonic quilted¹ for improved insulation 
performance and reduced material bulk.-- extensive poly-fabric stretch inserts on crotch, lower back and calf area. -- velcro waist adjustment closures for customized fit and secure closure. 
--Pre-curved leg construction for enhanced fit and comfort in the riding position. -- Premium ykk zipper and velcro® cuff closure fits alpinestars boot models. -- removable braces for 
versatile, secure and customizable fit. -- waist connection zippers optimized for use with calama dryStar® Jacket or other alpinestars jacket models.

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL

322 5014 2017
ice white Gray blue

322 5014 155
black yellow fluo

322 5014 2015
ice white Gray yellow fluo
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320 4012 10
black

Multi-fabric shell construction for optimal combination of durability, protection and weight. -- ballistic nylon reinforced elbows and seat area. -- extended mesh areas on chest, sleeves 
and back for enhanced riding comfort in warmer conditions. -- 3d padded elbow and shoulder reinforcements. -- Pre-curved, articulated sleeve construction improves fit and flexibility. 
-- fully adjustable sleeve volume via d-rings on the upper arm and forearm. -- oversized d-ring waist adjustment and zippered expansion gussets. -- neoprene collar finishing for comfort. 
-- two aerodynamically profiled external chest pockets. -- two large front cargo pockets with oversize entry for easy access. -- external rear large utility pocket. -- two internal pockets, and 
waterproof napoleon pocket on the removable liner. -- lightweight and removable drystar® membrane with micro-fleece inserts. -- removable ce certified bio armor elbow and shoulder 
protectors. -- chest and back pad compartments with Pe comfort padding (alpinestars ce certified back protector insert and chest guards available as accessory upgrade).  -- integrated 
high visibility reflective stripes and logos improve rider visibility in poor light conditions. -- internal waist connection zipper for attachment to a wide range of alpinestars riding pants. 
-- non-aggressive micro-velcro used throughout the garment. -- Premium ykk® zippers with twin sliders on front zipper.

CAPE TOWN AIR DRYSTAR® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL



ANDES DRYSTAR® JACKET

600d Polyester fabric with Pu coating. -- 100% waterproof and breathable drystar® construction with waterproof lining. -- removable thermal liner. -- dynamic® stretch panels on sleeves 
and waist areas to further improve fit and feel. -- upper sleeve volume adjustment. -- Pre-curved sleeve construction for improved riding performance. -- waist adjustment belt for precision 
fit. -- Zippered shoulder air intakes for adjustable ventilation and rear air exhaust zippers to enhance riding comfort. -- 2 upper chest zippered hand pockets. -- 2 large front waterproof cargo 
pockets. -- large, external, utility pocket on lower back of jacket. -- internal pockets + wallet pocket. -- impact protection provided by removable ce certified elbow and shoulder protectors. 
-- chest and back pad compartments with Pe comfort Padding (ce certified bio armor back protector insert available as accessory). -- reinforced tPu print texture in critical elbow and 
lower arm areas. -- integrated high visibility reflective graphic details and logos improve rider visibility in varying light conditions. -- internal waist connection zipper for alpinestars riding 
pants. -- integrated soft edge collar construction. -- Premium ykk zipper with double sliders for main font closure.

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL

320 7513 107
Gray black

320 7513 155
black yellow fluo

320 7513 921
liGht Gray black

ANDES DRYSTAR® PANTS

600d Polyester main fabric with Pu coating. -- 100% waterproof and breathable drystar® construction with waterproof lining. -- removable thermal liner. -- dynamic® stretch panels around 
crotch and back of knees. -- Pre-curved 3d knee construction. -- accordion knee stretch panel inserts to further improve fit and feel. -- dual waist adjustment pull tabs. -- large zippered 
air intakes. -- 2 large zippered front thigh pockets. -- impact protection provided by removable ce certified  knee protectors. -- hip pad compartments with Pe comfort Padding . -- highly 
abrasion and tear resistant printed texture tPu panels over critical knee areas. -- integrated high visibility reflective graphic details and logos improve rider visibility in varying light 
conditions. -- waist connection zipper for secure integration with alpinestars riding jackets. -- adjustable and removable braces connect to waist.

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL

320 7513 10
black

322 7513 107
Gray black

322 7513 155
black yellow fluo

322 7513 921
liGht Gray black

322 7513 10
black

600d Polyester fabric with Pu coating for added strength and durability. -- waterproof & breathable drystar® insert. -- removable thermal lining. -- ce bio armor elbow and shoulder 
protectors. -- chest and back protector compartments with Pe comfort padding (ce certified bio armor back protector insert available as accessory). -- accordion stretch panels for 
increased elbow & shoulder movement. -- ballistic nylon reinforced panels protect key shoulder & elbow areas and in the lower back. -- velcro collar volume adjusters. -- neoprene comfort 
edge around neck and cuffs. -- 2x zippered front air intake vents. -- 2 x zippered rear air exhaust vents. -- adjustable sleeve volume on biceps & lower arm. -- extended lower back profile,  
reinforced for additional abrasion protection. -- Pre-curved sleeves. -- Zippered cuff openings with gusseted velcro volume adjustment. -- velcro waist adjustment for rapid and precise fit 
improvement. -- 2 external zipped hand pockets. -- internal pockets + wallet pocket. -- waist connection zip for attachment to riding pants with velcro volume adjusters.

MEGATON DRYSTAR® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL

320 7613 1011
black ardeSia Gray

320 7613 12
black white

320 7613 131
black Gray red

constructed from brushed polyamide with 600d polyester fabric reinforcements for strength and durability. -- waterproof and breathable drystar® liner. -- removable braces. -- adjustable 
waist and secure sliding hook closure. -- elasticized rear yoke. -- Pre-curved leg construction. -- extended zippered boot gussets. -- two external pockets. -- removable quilted thermal 
warmer with built-in ergonomic stretch zones.  -- impact protection provided by removable ce certified bio armor knee protectors. -- hip compartments with ergonomically tapered Pe 
comfort padding. -- integrated high visibility reflective stripes and logos improve rider visibility in poor light conditions. -- non-aggressive micro-velcro used throughout the garment. 
-- PreMiuM ykk® zippers.

BREGENZ DRYSTAR® PANTS

322 3512 10
black

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL
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AVAILABLE IN SHORT VERSION - SIZE: S-4XL /  322 7614 10



SWITCH DRYSTAR® PANTS

constructed from brushed, Pu coated polyamide fabric for increased abrasion and water resistance. -- waterproof and breathable drystar® liner. -- secure sliding hook closure. -- elasticized 
rear yoke. -- Pre-curved legs for superior fit and riding comfort. -- alpinestars leg adjustment system allows fine tuning of lower hem length and knee protection height. -- two external 
chino style pockets. -- extended zippered boot gussets. -- belt loops. -- removable thigh warmer. -- impact protection provided by removable ce certified knee protectors. -- internal hip pad 
compartments with ergonomically tapered Pe comfort padding. -- integrated high visibility reflective piping improves rider visibility in poor light conditions.

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ROAD RIDING- SIZE: S-4XL

322 4012 10
black

320 1014 10
black

320 1014 123
black white red

ALL-WEATHER | 50 ALL-WEATHER | 51 

EXPRESS DRYSTAR® OVERPANTS

450 denier fabrics with Pu coating main construction with reinforcement material on knees and seat areas. -- Pre-curved leg construction. -- waterproof and breathable drystar® membrane. 
-- removable thermal liner. -- Zippered gusset allows easy fitment of pants while wearing boots. -- reflective piping for night-time visibility. -- hip compartments with ergonomically tapered 
Pe comfort padding. -- ce certified knee protectors. -- waist connection zipper allows attachment to selected alpinestars leather and textile jackets. -- adjustable waist with secure sliding 
hook closure. -- ykk® zippers.

322 2012 10
black

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: S-3XL

600d fabric with Pu coating and water repelling surface treatment. -- waterproof & breathable lining for 100% insulation and comfort. -- removable thermal lining. -- ce certified elbow and 
shoulder protectors. -- chest and back protector compartments with Pe comfort padding (ce certified bio armor back protector insert available as accessory). -- neoprene comfort edge 
around collar. -- 2 zipped front air intake vents. -- 1 zipped back air exhaust vent. -- Sleeve volume adjusters on biceps. -- extended and reinforced lower back for riding comfort and safety. 
-- Pre-curved sleeves for improved comfort and performance in the riding position. -- Gusseted velcro cuff adjustment for improved fit. -- adjustable velcro waist. -- 2 external zipped hand 
pockets. -- internal pockets + wallet pocket.

GUNNER WATERPROOF JACKET
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / SPORT TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL

320 6813 132
black red white

320 6813 10
black

Multi-material outer shell fabric with Pu coating. -- waterproof and breathable drystar® construction with waterproof integrated membrane. -- impact protection provided by removable ce 
certified elbow and shoulder protectors. -- chest and back pad compartments with Pe comfort padding (ce certified bio-armor back protector insert available as accessory). -- removable 
thermal liner. -- accordion stretch panels. -- Pre-curved sleeve construction. -- d-ring waist adjustment with velcro® straps for highly customized fit. -- Zippered dynamic flow control (dfc) 
air-intakes on shoulder area to maximize ventilation. --  2 zippered hand pockets, plus inner waterproof wallet pocket. -- integrated high visibility reflective graphic details and logos improve 
rider visibility in every light condition. -- internal waist connection zipper for attachment to riding pants. -- integrated soft edge collar construction.
 

T-JAWS WATERPROOF JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL 

320 6813 9015
cool Gray black yellow fluo

320 6813 1055
black  cool Gray yellow 

fluo



AST-1 WATERPROOF PANTS

Multi-fabric shell construction yields the optimal combination of durability, protection and weight. -- ballistic nylon reinforcements on thighs, knees and seat area. -- built-in waterproof 
and breathable membrane. -- articulated knee construction. -- Pre-curved legs for superior fit and comfort. -- adjustable waist and secure sliding hook closure. -- impact protection provided 
by removable ce certified knee protectors. -- internal hip compartments with ergonomically tapered Pe protective foam padding. -- extended zippered boot gussets. -- external flat pocket. 
-- integrated high visibility reflective piping enhances rider visibility in poor light conditions. 

322 6112 12
black white

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL

326 4011 01
clear black

650 9014 155
black yellow fluo

3226112 10
black

RACING RAIN 2PIECE OVER SUIT

 waterproof 2Pc over-suit for track use in wet conditions, designed to be worn over the top of a leather suit. -- constructed from 2mm 100% waterproof transparent material. -- Pu coated 
ergonomic stretch inserts on sleeves, torso, crotch and legs. -- Pre-curved design for optimal fit in the racing position. -- Pattern is designed to accomodate hump and shoulder cups. -- hole 
cutouts for knee sliders. -- taped and sealed seams. -- reflective details on the suit for improved rider visibility. -- waterproof zipper closure.

RACING - SIZE: S-3XL

FLARE HIGH VISIBILITY VEST

en471 certified fabric high-vis material. -- en471 certified reflective stripes. -- large reflective alpinestars logos. -- Stretch side panels to fit over both summer and winter jackets. ykk front 
zipper. -- Zippered pocket. -- vest can be packed into pocket for storage. -- breathable outer material and mesh lining for 4 season comfort.

TOURING / SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-2XL

326 4512 40
oranGe

326 4512 10
black

326 4512 55
yellow fluo

QUICK SEAL OUT JACKET AND PANTS

back panel with air channel ventilation. -- full face helmet carry straps. -- Jacket carry straps. -- Main compartment with 
laptop pocket. -- Padded MP3/iPhone pocket. -- internal organizer. -- 2 side mesh pocket. -- Padded shoulder straps. -- custom 
zipper pulls. -- removable chest belt. -- rain cover. -- Printed reflectors.

RAIN GEAR - SIZE: S-3XL

324 456 10 
black

327 456 10 
black

YOUTH RJ-5/RP-5 RAIN JACKET AND PANTS

Jacket:  neck, wrist and waist adjustment. -- lightweight mesh lining. -- oversize design. -- front storage pocket. -- PantS:  
lightweight mesh lining. -- oversize design. -- cargo pocket.  -- adjustable leg expansion ports.

TOURING / SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-L
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AVAILABLE IN SHORT VERSION - SIZE: M-2XL /  322 6212 10 BLACK
326 405 11 

black Gray

windproof and waterproof 2-way stretch outshell. -- Silicon waist band to prevent jacket from riding up. -- cut longer in the 
rear to cover lower back in the riding position. -- reflective logos for night time visibility. -- designed to be worn  with all 
alpinestars leather/textile jackets and suits whether with or without a aerodynamic back hump.

ECLIPSE TECH OVER JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

neck, waist and cuff adjustments. -- heat resistant material on inner leg for durability. -- oversize design. -- folds into own bag 
attached to waist belt when not in use. -- adjustable leg expansion ports. -- reflective logos and piping for night time visibility.

EL NINO SUIT
TOURING / SPORT RIDING  - SIZE: S-3XL

320 506 10 
black



T-GP R TEXTILE JACKET

constructed from brushed, Pu coated polyamide fabric for increased abrasion and water resistance. -- Pre-curved sleeves for greater riding comfort. -- removable ce certified bio armor 
elbow and shoulder protectors. -- chest pad compartment with Pe padding (bionic chest Guard available as accessory). -- back protector compartment with Pe padding (ce certified bio 
armor back Protector available as accessory). -- removable long-sleeved quilted liner. -- Zippered air intakes on the upper arms. -- d-ring waist adjustment and wrist flap with velcro tabs. 
-- neoprene collar and wrist trims for enhanced comfort. -- two external and internal pockets and one internal napoleon pocket. -- waist connection zipper allows attachment to selected 
alpinestars leather and textile pants. -- integrated high visibility reflective stripes improve rider visibility in poor light conditions. -- non-aggressive micro-velcro fasteners used throughout 
the garment. -- Premium ykk® zippers.

SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL

T-GP PRO TEXTILE JACKET

Multi-material outer shell fabric with pu coating. -- impact protection provided by removable ce certified bio armor elbow and shoulder protectors. -- chest and back pad compartments 
with pe comfort padding (ce certified bio-armor back protector insert available as accessory). -- removable 80g full thermal liner. -- Stretch panels on sleeves and chest areas to further 
improve fit and feel. -- Pre-curved sleeve construction. -- d-ring waist adjustment with velcro® straps for highly customized fit. -- Zippered dynamic flow control (dfc) air-intakes on shoulder 
area to maximize ventilation. -- 2 Zippered hand pockets, plus inner waterproof wallet pocket. -- integrated soft edge collar construction. -- integrated high visibility reflective graphic details 
improve rider visibility in every light condition. -- internal waist connection zipper for attachment to riding pants.

SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL

330 5012 102
black Gray white

330 5012 12
black white

330 5012  123
black white red

330 5014 123
black white red

330 5014 104
black anthracite

330 5014 162
black Green white
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VIPER AIR TEXTILE JACKET

durable 600 denier poly-fabric outer shell. -- extensive mesh on mesh panels on front and rear panels for unsurpassed airflow performance. -- removable windproof and waterproof inner 
vest lining. -- removable and adjustable ce-certified bio-armor protectors in the elbows and shoulders. -- chest and back pad compartments with Pe comfort padding (alpinestars ce 
bio-armor and back protector available as accessory upgrade). -- neoprene comfort edge on cuff and collar. -- elongated rear profile and d-ring waist adjustments. – Pre-curved sleeves 
incorporating velcro volume control system and zipped gussets. -- external zipped hand pockets, plus internal pockets and wallet pocket. -- reflective logos for added rider visibility. 
-- internal waist connection zipper allows attachment to selected alpinestars leather and textile pants. -- ykk auto locking zippers. 

SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL

330 2713 271
white blue black

330 2713 231
white red black

330 2713 158
black yellow fluo white

330 2713 12
black white

AST AIR TEXTILE JACKET

durable 600 denier poly-fabric and incorporating strategically positioned mesh panels. -- removable and adjustable ce certified bio armor protectors in the elbows and shoulders. -- chest 
and back pad compartments with Pe comfort padding (alpinestars ce bio armor back protector insert chest guard available as accessory upgrade). -- Pre-curved sleeves for increased 
comfort in riding position. -- Microfiber comfort edge on collar and cuffs. -- volume adjustment system on sleeve incorporates three velcro closures including gusseted cuffs. -- elongated 
rear profile and d-ring waist adjustments. – Zippered external hand pockets, plus internal and wallet pocket. -- reflective logos for added rider visibility. -- internal waist connection zipper 
allows attachment to selected alpinestars leather and textile pants. -- ykk® auto locking zippers. 

SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL

330 4013 123
black white red

330 4013 12
black white

330 4013 10
black

TEXTILE | 56 TEXTILE | 57 

constructed from Pu coated, 600d Polyester fabric for strength, durability and water resistance. -- Pre-curved sleeves for greater riding comfort. -- Zippered air intakes on upper arms. 
-- built-in comfort foam padding on the back. -- d-ring waist adjustment and wrist flap with velcro and textile tabs. -- neoprene collar and wrist trims for enhanced comfort. -- removable 
long-sleeved quilted liner. -- removable ce certified bio armor elbow and shoulder protectors. -- chest pad compartment with Pe padding (bionic chest Guard available as accessory). -- back 
protector compartment with Pe padding (ce certified bio armor back Protector available as accessory). -- two external and internal pockets and one internal napoleon pocket. -- waist 
connection zipper allows attachment to selected alpinestars leather and textile pants. -- non-aggressive micro-velcro fasteners used throughout the garment. -- Premium ykk® zippers.

T-GP PLUS TEXTILE JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL

330 0012 12
black white

330 0012 10
black

330 0012 132
black red white

advanced poly-fabric textile main shell reinforced with Pu for additional aqua-repelling performance. -- removable ce-certified bio armor elbow and shoulder protectors for class-leading 
protection. -- back compartments with replaceable poly-foam padding (ce-certified bio-armor back protector insert available as accessory). -- chest compartments with replaceable poly-
foam padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads available as accessory upgrade). -- removable long sleeve 80g thermal liner. -- Zippered shoulder air-intakes for effective regulation of internal 
airflow. -- Soft, seamless microfiber comfort edges on collar and cuff. -- Pre-curved sleeves with accordion flex-inserts. -- reflective piping for improved visibility. --velcro waist and cuff 
adjustments for greater customization. -- Zippered external pockets, plus internal and inner wallet pockets. -- raised ridges on main external seams improves styling.

SOLARIS TEXTILE JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL

330 1013 1235
black white red yellow

330 1013 12
black white

330 1013 1273
black white blue red
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Specifically constructed for an optimized woman’s fit. -- Multi- fabric poly-shell construction for durability, protection and weight. -- integrated 100% waterproof and breathable membrane 
-- Pre-curved legs and an articulated knee construction enhance freedom of movement. -- impact protection provided by removable ce  certified knee protectors. -- ballistic nylon 
reinforcements on the thighs, knees and seat area. -- integrated high visibility reflective piping enhances rider visibility. -- internal hip compartments are lined with ergonomically tapered 
Pecomfort foam for superior riding comfort. -- adjustable waist and secure sliding hook closure for a snug, tailored fit. -- extended zippered boot gussets ensure a tight seal around the ankle 
and facilitate fitting and removal. -- external flat storage pocket.

T-GP R AIR JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL

330 5112 12
black white

330 5112 10
black

330 5112 312
red black white

constructed with 600 denier Polyester fabric and hydrophobic mesh panels. -- Sport fit with pre-curved sleeves for enhanced riding comfort. -- low profile neck with tPr velcro flap closure. 
-- waist and wrist adjustment with non-aggressive micro-velcro tabs. -- integrated comfort foam padding on the back and shoulders. -- removable ce certified bio armor elbow and shoulder 
protectors. -- chest pad compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads available as accessory upgrade). -- back compartment with Pe padding (ce certified bio armor back 
protector insert available as accessory). -- waist connection zipper allows attachment to selected alpinestars leather and textile pants. -- Multiple internal storage compartments. -- ykk® 
zippers.

T-GP PLUS AIR JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL

330 0112 12
black white

330 0112 10
black

1200d and 600d Polyester fabric construction with abrasion resistant ai-flo mesh for maximum cooling. -- removable ce approved GP knee and tibia protectors. -- embroidered logos. -- Pre-
curved construction for riding comfort. -- waist zipper connection allows attachment to selected alpinestars leather and textile jackets. -- Multiple main seam construction for maximum 
tear resistance. -- removable knee slider covers.

A-10 AIR PANTS
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 44-60

332 608 10 
black

constructed from Pu coated, 600 denier polyester fabric with extended mesh inserts. -- accordion panels on the upper back and top of the knees for enhanced flexibility. -- reflective piping 
for enhanced night-time visibility. -- ergonomically tapered Pe comfort padding on the hips. -- ce certified knee protectors. -- Zippered gusset allows easy fitment of pants while wearing 
boots. -- waist connection zipper allows attachment to selected alpinestars leather and textile jackets. -- adjustable waist with secure sliding hook closure. -- two external pockets. -- ykk® 
zippers.

OXYGEN AIR RIDING OVERPANTS
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

332 2512 10
black





DUSK 3L WATERPROOF JACKET

Seam-sealed waterproof and breathable jacket. -- 3 layer main fabric. -- waterproof zippers. -- removable thermal liner with waterproof document pocket. -- removable mesh liner including 
ce approved shoulder and elbow protectors and chest and back compartments with Pe protection. -- waist shock cord adjustment. -- back protector fit adjustment. -- cuff and Sleeve 
adjustment. -- hood adjustment. -- collar adjustment. -- device wire hole/loop. -- concealed hood. -- reflective prints. -- Zippered air intakes. -- loose fit.
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URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: S-4XL

320 9014  10 
black

320 9014 841
canteen brown

320 9014 391
black iriS

Seam-sealed waterproof and breathable jacket. -- 3 layer main fabric. -- waterproof zippers. -- removable thermal liner with waterproof document pocket. -- removable mesh liner including 
ce approved shoulder and elbow protectors and chest and back compartments with Pe protection. -- waist shock cord adjustment. -- back protector fit adjustment. -- cuff and Sleeve 
adjustment. -- hood adjustment. -- collar adjustment. -- device wire hole/loop. -- foldable hood. -- reflective prints. -- Zippered air intakes. -- loose fit.

LANCE 3L WATERPROOF JACKET
URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: S-4XL

320 9114  10 
black

320 9114 341
PoPPy red

320 9114  741
Skydiver blue

320 9214 1043
black Mandarin red

Seam-sealed waterproof and breathable jacket. -- 2 layers main fabric. -- waterproof zippers. -- waterproof document pocket. -- Mesh lining including ce approved shoulder and elbow 
protectors and back compartments with Pe protection. -- waist shock cord adjustment. -- back protector fit adjustment. -- cuff and Sleeve adjustment. -- hood adjustment. -- collar 
adjustment. -- device wire hole/loop. -- detachable hood. -- reflective prints. -- Zippered air intakes. -- loose fit.

SCION 2L WATERPROOF JACKET
URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: S-4XL

320 9214 491
verMillion oranGe

320 9214 691
briGht Green

320 9214 991
froSty Gray

insulated jacket (down look). -- inner waterproof document pocket. -- ce approved shoulder and elbow protectors and back compartments with Pe protection. -- waist shock cord adjustment. 
-- back protector fit adjustment. -- hood adjustment. -- collar adjustment. -- elastic bond cuffs with integrated thumb holes. -- wind gator. -- Pants connection loops. -- loose fit.

MACK TEXTILE JACKET
URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: S-4XL

330 9014 692 aMaZon Green
birGht Green

330 9014  1049
black caStlerock

330 9014 743 royal blue 
Mandarin red
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combination of poly and synthetic wool fabric.  -- down filling.  -- ce approved shoulder and elbow protectors.  -- back protector compartment.  -- detachable hood.  -- waterproof inner 
pocket.  -- wind gator.  -- reflective print.

TYLER DOWN JACKET
URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: S-4XL

330 9114 104
black anthracite

330 9114 114
anthracite

constructed from brushed, Pu coated polyamide fabric with mesh inserts and double Pu coating. -- Microvelcro waist adjustment flap to allow custom fit. -- removable ce certified bio 
armor elbow and shoulder protectors. -- chest pad compartments (alpinestars bionic chest pads available as accessory upgrade). -- back compartment (ce certified bio armor back 
protector available as accessory). -- astar embroidered logos on shoulders and chest. -- city collection exclusive trims and labels.

VERONA AIR JACKET
URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: S-4XL

330 8912 10
black

removable hood with shock cord adjusters. Shock cords have a convenient small velcro trim tab and a functional garage to fix hidden cords inside the collar. -- 3l construction of a 
windbreaker membrane laminated between two functional layers of fabric. -- fixed fleeced liner. -- elbows and shoulders have Pe foam inserts that can be upgraded with bio armor. -- high 
profile collar. -- three external pockets -- longer rear profile. -- Shock cord waist adjustment. -- bike-key holder hook installed inside the right pocket. -- front center reversed zipper. 
-- external chest pocket features a micro zipper to hide pocket and maintain a clean look. -- city collection exclusive trimming and labeling.

NORTHSHORE TECH FLEECE
URBAN COMMUTING -SIZE:  XS-3XL

420 000 10
black

removable hood with shock cord adjusters. Shock cords have a convenient small velcro trim tab and a functional garage to fix hidden cords inside the collar. -- 3l construction of a 
windbreaker membrane laminated between two functional layers of fabric. -- fixed fleeced liner. -- elbows and shoulders have Pe foam inserts that can be upgraded with bio armor. -- high 
profile collar. -- three external pockets -- longer rear profile. -- Shock cord waist adjustment. -- bike-key holder hook installed inside the right pocket. -- front center reversed zipper. 
-- external chest pocket features a micro zipper to hide pocket and maintain a clean look. -- city collection exclusive trimming and labeling.

MONSTER CLOAK TECH FLEECE
ROAD RIDING -SIZE: M-2XL

420 0112 16
black Green



relaxed/comfort fit 13oz denim for excellent abrasion and tear resistance. -- interior kevlar reinforcement panels in the seat, hip and knee areas. -- Strong twin stitched main 
seam construction. -- Pre-shaped leg construction is anatomically optimized. -- removable hip protectors with velcro attachments. -- ce-certified knee protectors. – internal knee 
compartment allows adjustment of protection to fit various leg lengths. -- Stretch insert on front pockets for ease of entry. -- customized detailing on metal buttons and rivets. 
-- contemporary print design on inner waist and pockets. -- leather belt patch. -- Premium ykk® zippers.

ABLAZE TECH DENIM
KEVLAR™ PANTS - SIZE: 28-40

regular/straight fit 13oz comfort denim for excellent abrasion and tear resistance. -- interior kevlar reinforcement panels in the seat, hip and knee areas. -- Strong twin stitched main seam 
construction. -- Pre-shaped leg construction is anatomically optimized. -- removable hip protectors with velcro attachments. -- ce-certified knee protectors. – internal knee compartment 
allows adjustment of protection to fit various leg lengths. -- Stretch insert on front pockets for ease of entry. -- customized detailing on metal buttons and rivets. -- contemporary print 
design on inner waist and pockets. -- leather belt patch. -- Premium ykk® zippers.

RESIST TECH DENIM
KEVLAR™ PANTS - SIZE: 28-38
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regular/straight fit 13oz denim for excellent abrasion and tear resistance. denim accordion stretch panel on seat area. -- interior kevlar reinforcement panels in the seat, hip, leg and knee 
areas. -- Strong twin stitched main seam construction. Zippered lower hem for range of fit with riding boots, plus velcro closures to protect zip and prevent bike scratches. -- reinforced 
heel guard on rear lower hems. – Pre-shaped leg construction is anatomically optimized. -- removable hip protectors with velcro attachments. -- ce-certified knee protectors. – internal 
knee compartment allows adjustment of protection to fit various leg lengths. -- Stretch insert on front pockets for ease of entry. -- customized detailing on metal buttons and rivets. 
-- contemporary print design on inner waist and pockets. -- leather belt patch and hip pocket. -- Premium ykk® zippers.

HELLCAT TECH DENIM

332 8013 75
indiGo blue

KEVLAR™ PANTS - SIZE: 28-38

332 8013 10
black

332 9013 77
indiGo waShed

332 9013 117
black waShed

332 9513 7010
rinSed indiGo

regular/straight fit 13oz denim for excellent abrasion and tear resistance. -- interior kevlar reinforcement panels in the seat, hip and knee areas. -- Strong twin stitched main seam 
construction. -- Pre-shaped leg construction is anatomically optimized. -- internal knee compartment allows adjustment of protection to fit various leg lengths. -- Stretch insert on front 
pockets for ease of entry. -- customized detailing on metal buttons and rivets. contemporary print design on inner waist and pockets. -- leather belt patch. -- Premium ykk® zippers.

OUTCAST TECH DENIM
KEVLAR™ PANTS - SIZE: 28-38 

332 9513 1010
rinSed black

332 9113 10
black

332 9113 75
indiGo blue
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revolutionary development step for Moto GP-proved glove. -- Strong and supple kangaroo and cow leather for superior feel and performance. -- Palm, thumb and finger sidewalls reinforced 
with kangaroo leather. -- lower palm incorporates strategically positioned compound tPu sliders mounted on foam-backed leather panel. -- alpinestars dynamic friction Shield (dfS) 
knuckle protector features dual density mould construction for superior resistance to repeated impacts. -- ergonomically shaped tPu injected wrist cuff protects wrist bone from impact. 
-- alpinestars patented third and fourth finger bridge. -- leather accordion insert on extended thumb zone and fingers for superior fit and flexibility. lateral leather accordion insert gives 
greater range of movement to back hand area. -- vented back hand tPr for climate control. -- internal kevlar® back hand, wrist and thumb lining. -- compound tPu sliders on fingers are 
mounted on foam-backed leather panels. -- Perforated leather top panel and wrist with ventilated finger sidewalls. – external finger to palm seams for a close fit and superior feel.

GP TECH LEATHER GLOVE
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

355 6613 21
white black

355 6613 10
black

355 6613 231
white red black

332 8013 136
black red yellow fluo

race proven tPu injected knuckle protection system to absorb and dissipate impact. -- Molded knuckle protection air intakes and exhaust ports for improved hand ventilation. -- injected 
tPu palm and finger sliders for superior impact and abrasion resistance. -- tPu injected adjustable cuff panel for superior impact and abrasion resistance with high grip velcro closure for 
security. Secure and precise velcro wrist adjustable closure strap. internal kevlar® top surface hand and thumb lining.internal k-tech kevlar® little finger lining for superior impact and 
abrasion resistance. alpinestars patented finger-bridge prevents finger separation and stops protection twisting around the fourth finger in the event of a slide. -- 3d anatomical design with 
accordion leather stretch inserts on index, middle and ring fingers for unobtrusive flexibility. -- tPr back hand vented impact protector. Palm pad panel combined into palm/thumb/little 
finger reinforcement. -- large thumb accordion stretch insert for superior fit, feeling and flexibility. -- Perforated leather top surface panel and ventilated finger sidewalls keep the hands 
cool. -- external finger and palm seams for a close fit and superior feel.

GP PRO LEATHER GLOVE
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

355 6713 10
black

355 6713 12
black white

355 6713 231
white red black

355 6713  133
black red trackS

355 6713 212
white black trackS

355 6713 216 
white black yellow fluo trackS

355 6513 12
black white

355 6513 10
black

355 6513 21
white black

355 6513 271 
white blue black

innovative multi-panel construction incorporating strong and supple leather main chassis and reinforced palm. -- Molded carbon-fiber knuckle protectors are light and durable, and offer 
protection against repeated abrasion. -- alpinestars’ patented third and fourth finger bridge. -- Palm and outer edge of hand reinforced with suede. -- accordion flex inserts on fingers and 
outer thumb. -- vented back hand tPr for climate control. – Strategically positioned ventilation perforations on fingers, finger sidewalls, thumb and wrist cuff. -- leather reinforcements 
cover finger and sidewalls for durability. -- thumb, fingers, top of hand and wrist are reinforced with 4mm perforated foam padding. -- Gauntlet-style cuff includes tPr astars logo and 
secure, adjustable dual velcro closure. -- Pre-curved finger design reduces fatigue. 

SP-1 LEATHER GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

355 8113 321
red white black

355 8113 10
black

355 8113 316
red black yellow fluo

355 8113 20
white

race proven tPu injected knuckle protection system to absorb and dissipate impact. -- Molded knuckle protection air intakes and exhaust ports. -- injected tPu palm and finger sliders for 
superior impact and abrasion resistance. -- leather palm reinforcements for improved impact strength and abrasion resistance . -- Protective Pu cuff wraps around wrist and raises the 
entire profile of the glove to protect wrist bone from impact in a crash. -- internal kevlar® top surface lining. -- external fourth finger tPr protector. -- alpinestars patented finger-bridge 
prevents finger separation and stops protection twisting around the fourth finger in the event of a slide. -- 3d anatomical design with accordion leather stretch inserts on fingers for 
unobtrusive flexibility. -- vented back hand foam impact protection. -- twin thumb accordion stretch inserts for superior fit, feeling and flexibility. -- Perforated leather top panel and 
ventilated finger sidewalls keep the hands cool. -- external finger and palm seams for a close fit and superior feel.

GP PLUS LEATHER GLOVE
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL



355 8313 10
black

355 8313 12
black white

355 8313 21
white black

355 8313 231
white red black

Pu knuckle and finger sliders provide superior impact and abrasion resistance. -- anatomically designed palm for superior grip and feel. -- clarino® thumb and finger reinforcement. -- 
overlapped accordion leather on thumb helps provide better flex and freedom of movement. -- external side wrist protector and little finger reinforcement for abrasion resistance. -- foam 
padding on top and side of the hand. -- tPr 3d closure system provides easy adjustment.

S-1 LEATHER GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

356 7013 10
black

356 7013 12
black white

356 7013 237
white red blue

356 7013 136
black red yelow fluo
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Palm and finger constructed from Goat skin leather for superior durability. -- knuckle area and finger forchettes made from bovine leather for enhanced comfort and feel. -- cuff, thumb, 
fingers, top of hand and wrist are padded for additional protection. -- Patented 3rd/4th finger bridge prevents finger roll and separation during impacts. -- Perforated cuff, leather top panel 
and ventilated finger sidewalls keep the hands cool. -- little finger outer edge and landing zone is reinforced with full grain bovine leather. -- Pre-curved finger construction to reduce riding 
fatigue. -- wide velcro wrist closure for easy glove entry and secure closure.

SP-2 LEATHER GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

355 8212 217
white black blue

355 8212 10
black

355 8212 12
black white

355 8212 125 black white
yellow fluo

355 8212 213
white black red

constructed from premium full-grain leather for excellent abrasion resistance. -- durable Pu knuckle protection with heat stamped logo. -- eva foam padding on thumb, wrist, finger and 
thumb. -- Stretch flex panel on wrist for maximum flexibility and comfort. velcro cuff closure for secure, personalized fit. -- Pre-shaped finger construction with internal seams for comfort 
and feel. -- third and fourth finger bridge protects the fingers in the event of a slide. -- ergonomic-engineered synthetic suede palm reinforcements. -- full-length wrist cuff incorporates 
foam padding. -- Printed logos.

SP-8 LEATHER GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

356 689 10 
black

356 689 12
black white

evolutionary step for GPX glove -- technical construction incorporates leather, suede and perforated leather panels. – alpinestars’ patented third and fourth finger bridge. -- alpinestars’ 
dynamic friction Shield (dfS) knuckle protection system features dual density mold construction. – compound tPu sliders on fingers and palm heel are mounted on foam-backed leather 
panels for comfort and performance. -- ergonomic polymer cuff protector affords greater impact and abrasion performance. -- velcro wrist closure. -- Pre-shaped finger construction 
reduces fatigue. – external, reinforced finger seams for superior fit. leather reinforcements cover finger sidewalls for durability. -- accordion flex leather paneling on thumb and fingers. 
-- reinforced external padding on thumb. -- Perforated leather fingers, finger gussets, palm and wrist for maximum cooling without compromising safety. -- tPr detailing and printed logos.

GPX LEATHER GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL



upper constructed from full-grain leather. -- Palm leather construction with reinforced landing zone. -- alpinestars race proven Pu knuckle protection system for superior impact and 
abrasion resistance. -- Perforated leather fingers, finger gussets and palm for maximum cooling performance. -- open back knuckle design with perforated top panel. -- tPr finger 
reinforcements and silicon embossed back hand reinforcements. -- accordion flex panels on fingers and thumb. -- extended cuff protects the wrist. -- Patented 3rd/4th finger bridge prevents 
finger roll and separation during impacts. -- foam backed lateral wrist sliders. -- Pre-curved finger construction to reduce riding fatigue. -- velcro wrist closure with tPr flap.

OCTANE S-MOTO LEATHER GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

356 7012 12
black white

356 7012 213
white black red

356 7012 10
black
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full grain, cow hide and goat skin main construction to give a combination of performance protection and suppleness. -- carbon fiber knuckle protection. -- full-grain leather palm with 
synthetic suede reinforcement. -- Stretch lycra top fingers panels for comfort and maximum flexibility. -- accordion flex panels on fingers. -- eva foam thumb and finger padding. -- Short 
glove design with extended cuff protects external wrist area. -- wrist strap closure for a secure and safe fit.. -- embossed cuff details. -- Micro injected tPr and printed logos.

SP-5 LEATHER GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

355 859 10 
black

356 7912 10
black

356 7912 21
white black

356 7912 213
white black red

356 7912 241
white oranGe black

3/4 length, sport/multi-purpose, lightweight glove. -- full-grain leather and air mesh construction. -- Synthetic suede palm with leather reinforcements. -- carbon fiber knuckle, side palm 
and finger protection. -- Micro-injected knuckle protection. -- leather reinforced thumb. -- eva padded wrist protection. -- Silicone printing on fingertips for increased grip. -- Street styled, 
3/4 glove design with external wrist protection. -- velcro® wrist closure with tPr logo on upper wrist. -- neoprene cuff for comfort. -- tPr logos and details with printed palm logo.

SP-X LEATHER GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL



356 610 1000
Stealth black

356 610 12
black white

356 610 111
black dark Gray

Goat skin leather and mesh upper construction. -- Suede micro-fiber palm with synthetic suede reinforcements. -- eva foam knuckle protection. -- tPr reinforcement details on top of 
the hand and fingers for additional protection. -- high absorption foam padding on landing zone. -- Split gusset on fingers for improved flexibility. -- wrist flap closure with non-aggressive 
micro-velcro fastener.

SMX-3 AIR GLOVE
ROAD  RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

356 7512 10
black

356 7512 213
white black red
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Synthetic Pu and mesh fabric combination upper construction. -- Synthetic Pu and suede palm main construction with clarino reinforcements. -- carbon fiber knuckle protectors. -- tPr 
protectors on fingers and top of the hand. -- wrist foam padding insert. -- thumb foam padding inserts. -- Pre-curved finger construction to reduce riding fatigue. -- Silicone print on first two 
fingertips for improved lever grip. -- Synthetic Pu and suede over-wrapped fingertip construction for durability. -- Stretch relief on the thumb for ease of flex. -- tPr wrist flap closure with 
non aggressive microvelcro and puller flap for easy entry. -- tPr over spoiler with split top panel construction. -- Sonic welded tPr astar logos.

THUNDER AIR GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

356 770 10
black

356 770 12
black white

Perforated goatskin leather upper main construction. -- Goat skin leather palm construction with synthetic suede reinforcements. -- over-molded Pu knuckle protection with synthetic Pu 
covering. -- 4mm eva foam padding on top and side of glove, top of fingers and thumb. -- Pre-curved finger construction to reduce riding fatigue. -- Goat skin accordion panels on all fingers 
and thumb for greater flex and maximum control. -- Multipanel palm construction for more precise fit. -- d-ring and strap wrist closure with non aggressive microvelcro with stretch lycra 
gusset insert to extend opening width. -- Synthetic Pu panels over the top of the glove. -- tPr astar logo on the top of the glove. -- heat stamped aster logo on the palm. -- internal stretch 
mesh liner for riding comfort.

MUSTANG LEATHER GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

356 7711 16
black Green

356 7711 32
red white

356 7711 42
oranGe white

leather and mesh upper construction. -- leather palm construction with synthetic leather reinforcements -- carbon fiber knuckle protectors. -- tPr finger reinforcements. -- thumb foam 
padding. -- reinforced landing zone with built in foam padding. -- airprene cuff with tPr velcro flap closure.

SMX-2 AIR CARBON GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

356 7711 10
black

356 7711 12
black white

356 7711 13
black red

356 7711 72
blue white



357 4713 10
black

full grain leather construction with synthetic suede reinforcements for feel and durability. -- Strategically positioned eva foam padding reinforcements on knuckle, fingers and palm for 
comfort and fit. -- large backhand accordion leather stretch panel for increased range of movement. -- Secure and adjustable velcro® wrist cuff closure features tPr and eva foam padding 
for comfort and precision adjustment

HOXTON LEATHER GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
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amara palm, thumb and little finger reinforcements. -- air mesh finger backs and wrist panel for increased ventilation. -- comfortable and cool internal finger stretch fourchettes. -- tPr 
velcro® flap closure for secure, precise fastening. -- Silicone print on index fingers for increased grip. -- reflective backhand and finger details for improved visibility.

SPARTAN GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

Goatskin and mesh fabric upper construction. -- Goatskin palm main construction with clarino reinforcements. -- eva foam knuckle pad protection. -- high absorption foam padding on 
palm. -- Pre-curved fingers construction ato reduce riding fatigue. -- heat stamp details on first two fingertips. -- Split gusset on fingers for improved flex. -- tPr wrist flap closure with non 
aggressive microvelcro. -- tPr reinforcement details on the top hand and fingers for additional strength and protection. -- Sonic welded tPr astar logo. -- Stetch mesh, breathable, internal 
liner for riding comfort.

SMX PROWLER AIR GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

356 7411 10 black

350 2612 10
black

Pu and 3d mesh upper construction. -- clarino palm construction with Pu reinforcements. -- carbon fiber knuckle protectors. -- kevlar® inner reinforcement. -- finger flex gussets. -- thumb 
foam padding. -- reinforced landing zone with built in foam padding. -- airprene cuff with velcro flap closure.

SCHEME KEVLAR® GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

350 2612 131
black Gray red

350 2612 16
black Green

350 2612 125
black white yellow fluo

350 5514 10
black



Maximum ventilated glove for warm weather. -- inner knuckle and finger padding for impact protection. -- Precurved, highly durable mesh construction. -- ergonomic stretch panels on 
fingers and thumb. -- Suede reinforced, landing zone, palm and thumb panels. -- Palm incorporates polymer gel padding. -- tPr wrist closure for a secure fit at a ll times. -- tPr alpinestars 
cuff logo.
 

ESPRIT GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

357 4813 13
black red

357 4813 16
black Green

357 4813 10
black

357 4813 12
black white

357 4813 31
red black

350 8513 10
black

design inspired by classic motocross gloves. -- full leather construction for superior comfort, durability and abrasion resistance. -- impact protection provided by soft tPr armor on the 
knuckles and over the top of the fingers and thumb. -- external stitching complements glove’s retro design and enhances feel. -- elasticized wrist cuff for easy entry and secure fitment. 

WEED PULLER LEATHER GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

lightweight Multipurpose / Mechanics Gloves. -- Synthetic Suede palm. -- Padded knuckle. -- lycra fourchette panels. -- lightweight and breathable spandex back. -- terry thumb wiper. 
-- Stretch wrist opening.

MECH AIR GLOVE
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MULTI PURPOSE - SIZE: S-3XL

Multipurpose/Mechanics Gloves. -- Synthetic Suede palm and reinforcements. -- Padded knuckle and palm. -- lightweight and breathable spandex back. -- velcro wrist closure.

MECH PRO GLOVE
MULTI PURPOSE - SIZE: S-3XL

355 2113 71
blue black

355 2513 106
black Gray

355 2113 31
red black

355 2113 105
black cool Gray

355 2513 901
cool Gray black
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full grain leather main construction .-- Gore-tex® glove with x-trafit™ for improved dexterity and feel. -- race proventPu injected knuckle protection system to absorb and dissipate impact. 
-- injected tPu palm and finger sliders for superior impact and abrasion resistance. -- Secure velcro adjustable cuff panel with tPr and padding for impact and abrasion resistance. -- Secure 
and precise velcro wrist adjustable closure strap. -- alpinestars patented finger-bridge prevents finger separation and stops protection twisting around the fourth finger in the event of a 
slide. -- reflective accordion inserts on index and middle and ring fingers. -- tpr back hand impact protector.-- Palm pad panel combined into palm/thumb/little finger reinforcement. -- large 
thumb accordion stretch insert for superior fit, feeling and flexibility. -- external finger and palm seams for a close fit and superior feel.

365 X-TRAFIT™ GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 1014 10
black

full-grain leather construction . -- Gore-teX® glove with X-trafit™ for improved dexterity and feel. -- alpinestars race proven Pu knuckle protectors and palm sliders. -- Synthetic suede 
reinforcements. -- accordion panels on fingers, thumb and back hand for flexibility. -- alpinestars patented finger bridge prevents finger separation and reduces twisting in the event of a 
slide. -- velcro® adjustable wrist and cuff. -- Printed logos and tPr logo on cuff. -- eva padded knuckle and finger protection. -- reflective panels. -- convenient tPr visor wipe located on 
thumb.

ARCHER X-TRAFIT™ GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL 

352 3014 10
black

352 3014 155
black yellow fluo

352 5214 10
black

leather palm and back hand with textile fourchettes and cuff. -- Gore-tex® glove with x-trafit™ for improved dexterity and feel. -- Palm and side reinforced with synthetic suede. -- Pu 
knuckle protection. -- eva foam padding on fingers, thumb and wrist. -- reinforced wrist cuff and landing zone. -- alpinestars patented finger bridge prevents finger separation and reduces 
twisting in the event of a slide. -- Stretch accordion panels on fingers and backhand. -- velcro® adjustable wrist and cuff. -- reflective panels. -- convenient tPr visor wipe located on thumb.

GT-S X-TRAFIT™ GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

full-grain leather construction. -- Gore-tex® glove with x-trafit™ for improved dexterity and feel. -- Pu knuckle protectors. -- Synthetic suede reinforcements on palm and thumb. -- accordion 
panels on fingers, thumb and back hand for flexibility. -- alpinestars patented finger bridge prevents finger separation and reduces twisting in the event of a slide. -- reflective panels on 
fingers and cuff. -- velcro® adjustable wrist and cuff. -- Printed logos and tPr logo on cuff. -- eva padded knuckle and finger protection. -- convenient tPr visor wipe located on thumb.

TRANSIT X-TRAFIT™ GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 4014 10
black

352 5214 123
black white red
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leather palm with textile back hand, fourchettes and cuff. -- Gore-tex® glove with x-trafit™ for improved dexterity and feel. -- Palm and side reinforced with synthetic suede. -- Pu knuckles, 
bonded internally under the textile. -- eva foam padding on fingers, thumb and wrist. -- reinforced wrist cuff and landing zone. -- alpinestars patented finger bridge prevents finger 
separation and reduces twisting in the event of a slide. -- Gusset panels on index and middle fingers for flexibility. -- velcro® adjustable wrist and cuff.reflective panels. -- convenient tPr 
visor wipe located on thumb.

 EQUINOX X-TRAFIT™ GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 4514 10
black

technical twin-layer wrist Gore-tex® glove designed to enclose jacket sleeves for weather protection and comfort. -- water drain eyelet in the outer cuff layer. -- full leather palm with fabric 
upper surface and finger fourchettes. -- built-in, molded, tPu knuckle protection giving clean design. -- leather reinforcements over palm and thumb grip surfaces. -- new easy in/out lining 
with thermal top surface and fourchette coverage. -- reduced palm for improved grip and comfort. -- alpinestars patented finger-bridge prevents finger separation and stops protection 
twisting around the little finger in the event of an impact slide. -- retro reflective detailing for enhanced rider visibility at night. -- tPr finger stylus for use with bike navigation systems. 
-- helmet visor wipe strip mounted on left thumb.

TECH ROAD GORE-TEX® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 3013 10
black

leather and Poly fabric outshell construction. -- leather palm construction with synthetic suede reinforcement. -- waterproof & breathable Gore-tex® membrane. -- insulated for warmth. 
-- carbon fiber knuckle protection. -- 4mm eva padded thumb. -- leather side reinforcement. -- reinforced landing zone. -- high finger bridge. -- accordion stretch flex insert over thumb 
and back of hand. -- reflective piping. -- Micro-velcro wrist closure strap. -- water resistant zippered cuff closure. -- Storm gauntlet designed to fit over jackets’ sleeves. -- the yellow in the 
black/yellow colorway meets the en471 standard for high visibility garments.

JET ROAD GORE-TEX® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

technical Gore-tex® glove designed to be worn under jacket sleeves. -- leather and textile construction. -- carbon knuckle protectors for high impact protection. -- leather accordion 
inserts on all fingers and thumb for superior fit and feeling. -- new easy in/out lining with thermal upper layer and reduced palm for improved grip and comfort. -- full top and fourchette 
thermal insulation. -- alpinestars patented finger-bridge prevents finger separation and stops protection twisting around the little finger in the event of a slide. -- leather palm with suede 
reinforcement. -- retro reflective areas for improved visibility. -- tPr finger stylus for use with bike navigation systems. -- chamude wipe strip forms a quick, convenient helmet visor 
cleaner.

POLAR GORE-TEX® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 5113 10
black

352 2013 10
black

352 2013 155
black yellow fluo
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technical Gore-tex® glove designed to be worn over jacket sleeves. -- full leather main body construction. -- tPu knuckle protector housed within leather construction. -- leather accordion 
stretch inserts on fingers and thumb for superior fit and feeling. -- new easy in/out lining with thermal backhand and reduced palm for improved grip and comfort. -- full upper and 
fourchette thermal insulation. -- alpinestars patented finger-bridge prevents finger separation and stops protection twisting around little finger in the event of a slide. -- leather palm with 
suede reinforcement. -- retro reflective areas for greater visibility. -- tPr finger stylus for use with bike navigation systems. -- helmet visor wipe strip mounted on left thumb.

WR-3 GORE-TEX® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 4013 10
black

Made of soft synthetic suede Pu with stamped Pu palm and gore-tex® reinforcements. -- Padded knuckle and palm protection, contoured thumb construction. -- warm-tech enhanced 
thermal insulation. -- ultra soft insulated velour lining. -- triple closure at wrist: thin velcro adjuster on top of wrist, wide velcro adjustable wrist flap wrapping around outer wrist, wide 
tab with Pu tab end adjusts inner wrist fit. -- accordion stretch panels on top of fingers and thumb. -- heat stamped alpinestars logos on finger and wr-v name on palm and strap. 3d micro 
injected astars logo on wrist.

WR-V GORE-TEX® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 450 10
black

lightweight, windproof, and water resistant city riding glove. -- two-piece construction with windstopper®, stretch nylon fabric main outer for effective insulation. -- one piece full-grain 
leather palm construction. -- 3mm eva padding on fingers. -- hard knuckle protection, covered by windstopper® fabric. -- knitted cuff for comfort and flexibility. -- Printed logos.

C-1 WINDSTOPPER GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 009 10 
black 

leather and Poly fabric outshell construction. -- leather palm construction with synthetic suede reinforcement. -- waterproof and breathable Gore-tex® membrane. -- insulated for warmth. 
-- carbon fiber knuckle protection. -- 4mm eva padded thumb. -- leather side reinforcement. -- reinforced landing zone. -- high finger bridge. -- accordion stretch flex insert over thumb. 
-- reflective piping. -- Micro-velcro wrist closure strap. -- water resistant zippered cuff closure. -- Storm gauntlet designed to fit over jackets’ sleeves. -- the yellow in the black/yellow 
colorway meets the en471 standard for high visibility garments.

OVERLAND DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 5513 1015
 black dark Gray yellow fluo

352 5513 10
black

352 5513 1023
black ice white red
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leather and neoprene top main construction. -- Goatskin palm construction. -- alpinestars drystar® waterproof and breathable membrane. -- thinsulate® thermal insulation. -- Palm and 
side reinforced with synthetic suede. -- leather covered Pu knuckle protection. -- 4mm eva foam padding on fingers, thumb and wrist. -- reinforced wrist cuff and landing zone. -- high finger 
bridge. -- reflective panels . -- neoprene stretch panels on finger. -- velcro® adjustable wrist and cuff. -- reflective panels on cuff.

VEGA DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 6014 155
black yellow fluo

full-grain leather construction. -- alpinestars drystar® waterproof and breathable membrane. -- Pu knuckle protectors. -- Synthetic suede reinforcements on palm and thumb. -- accordion 
panels on fingers, thumb and back hand for flexibility. -- alpinestars patented finger bridge prevents finger separation and reduces twisting in the event of a slide. -- reflective panels on 
fingers and cuff. -- velcro® adjustable wrist and cuff. -- Printed logos and tpr logo on cuff. -- eva padded knuckle and finger protection. -- convenient tPr visor wipe located on thumb.

VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 5714 155
black yellow fluo

352 6014 901
cool Gray black

352 6014 10
black

352 5714 10
black

Goat skin glove chassis with padded textile palm reinforcements. -- Molded Pu knuckle and foam padding on fingers. -- ultra flexible accordion textile on top of hand and around thumb. 
-- full length wrist gauntlet with dual wrist adjustment and accordion panel on long wrist closure tab. -- Soft, insulated velour lining. -- heat molded, foam injected astars logo and astar 
rivet on wrist strap, embroidered astars logo on forefinger.

APEX DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 560 10
black 

textile upper construction. -- Goatskin palm construction with clarino reinforcement. -- waterproof and breathable drystar® membrane. -- over-molded hard Pu knuckle protection. -- 4mm 
eva foam padding on top of hand, fingers and wrist. -- accordion stretch inserts on top of hand and fingers. -- Pre-curved finger construction. -- high finger bridge. -- Micro-velcro wrist 
closure. -- hydrophobic, knitted cuff. -- the yellow in the black/yellow colorway meets the en471 standard for high visibility garments.

ARCTIC DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 5411 10
black



alpinestars drystar® waterproof and breathable membrane. -- fiberfill® thermal insulation. -- velour insulated upper lining. -- fleece palm insulation inner lining. -- eva foam padding on 
knuckle, palm, fingers and wrist. -- leather palm with synthetic suede reinforcement on palm and thumb. -- leather reinforced fingers. -- reflective panels on index and Middle fingers. 
-- accordion stretch panel in wrist. -- velcro® adjustable wrist and cuff.

YUKON  DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

leather palm and finger reinforcements and leather covered Pu knuckle protection. -- alpinestars drystar® waterproof and breathable membrane. -- fiberfill® thermal insulation. -- velour 
insulated upper lining. -- fleece palm insulation inner lining. -- Palm and side reinforced with synthetic suede. -- eva foam padding on palm, fingers and wrist. -- reinforced wrist cuff and 
landing zone. -- alpinestars patented finger-bridge helps protect pinkie finger in the event of a slide. -- reflective piping on knuckles. -- accordion stretch panel in wrist. --  velcro® adjustable 
wrist and cuff

OSLO DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
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hydrophobic textile upper construction. -- Single layer, soft Goatskin palm construction. -- over-molded hard Pu knuckle protection. -- 4mm eva foam padding on top of hand, fingers. 
-- accordion stretch inserts on fingers. -- drystar® membrane insert. -- thinsulate® thermal insulation. -- hydrophobic knitted cuff. -- Pre-curved finger construction.

C-10 DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 559 10 
black

taslon nylon and neoprene outer fabric with alpinestars waterproof and breathable drystar® membrane construction. -- 3M c70 thinsulate™ insulation and bremburg fleece lining for 
effective heat and moisture insulation. -- Synthetic Suede palm with silicone printed details for added grip. -- extended gauntlet wrist construction for maximum coverage and weather 
protection. -- elastic and velcro wrist closure for a comfortable and secure fit. -- elastic drawstring gauntlet cuff. -- debossed details. -- Sonic welded tPr and embroidered logos.

RADIANT DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 7011 10
black

352 5314 10
black 

352 6614 10
black

352 5314 155
black yellow fluo
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fashion now meets function. -- Part of a full set of jacket, pants, gloves, and boots, this body contouring, ultra-comfortable protective jacket is inspired by runway trends from the top 
design houses and engineered to women’s needs. -- the proprietary design pattern visually and physically thins, lengthens, and flatters the female figure. -- buttery soft full-grain leather 
combines with generous ergonomic aramid stretch zones to optimize fit, comfort, and freedom of movement for many body types in a full range of positions. -- removable ce-certified 
heat-and-impact-sensative shoulder and elbow protection hardens on collision; especially chosen for vika because it’s so soft and thin that it’s easy to forget it’s there. -- Single-piece soft 
leather collar provides a seamless construction around the neck for a highly comfortable fit. -- Pre-curved sleeves. -- lower back extended for riding comfort and coverage. -- internal waist 
connection zipper for connection to vika pants.

VIKA LEATHER JACKET
WOMEN’S URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: 38-50

311 5513 10
black

fashion now meets function. -- Part of a full set of jacket, pants, gloves, and boots, this body contouring, ultra-comfortable protective pant is inspired by runway trends from the top design 
houses and engineered to women’s needs. -- the proprietary design pattern visually and physically thins, lengthens, and flatters the female figure. -- buttery soft full-grain leather combines 
with generous ergonomic aramid stretch zones to optimize fit, comfort, and freedom of movement for many body types in a full range of positions. -- removable ce-certified heat-and-
impact-sensative knee protection hardens on collision; especially chosen for vika because it’s so soft and thin that it’s easy to forget it’s there. -- Seamless construction around the front 
waist for a highly comfortable fit. -- Pre-curved for riding position. -- higher rear waist extended for riding comfort and coverage. -- waist connection zipper for connection to vika jacket.

VIKA LEATHER PANTS
WOMEN’S URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: 38-50

313 5513 10
black

fashion now meets function. -- Specifically designed for the female hand shape (thinning and lengthening), 
with a fit to ensure comfort and performance. -- full-grain, soft, bovine hide and goat skin leather construction 
gives performance protection, maximum flexibility, and comfort. -- Short cuff design offering convenience 
and protection. -- Seamless cuff construction adds comfort in the wrist area. -- 5mm eva knuckle protection 
for improved impact absorption. -- Zip closure, mounted on an elasticated panel to improve comfort and 
provide a secure fit. -- Pre-curved fingers. -- Part of a full set of jacket, pants, gloves, and boots.

VIKA LEATHER GLOVE
WOMEN’S URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: XXS-XL

351 5513 10 
black

351 5513 900
chaMPaGne



318 1014 12
black white

developed specifically for an optimized female racing performance fit. -- constructed with premium 1.3mm full-grain leather. 
-- Multiple-stitched main seam construction. -- high-density perforations on front panels offer cooling. -- extended, reinforced 
polyamide stretch panels. -- alpinestars ventilated back hump is aerodynamically sculpted. -- lightweight, contoured mesh calf 
panels enhance fit and ensure comfort underneath riding boots. -- removable, ce certified protectors in the elbows, knee/shin 
and shoulders. -- tPr reinforcements on the shoulder. -- integrated Pe foam padding on the chest, hips, coccyx, upper arms and 
sides of the torso. -- Snap connection system allows integration with alpinestars ce level 2 certified bionic race back Protector. 
-- removable mesh liner features built-in stretch inserts to ensure a snug fit. -- Premium ykk fasteners used throughout the 
garment including flat profile ykk® Semi auto lock wrist zippers. -- replaceable alpinestars Pu Sport knee sliders.
 

STELLA MOTEGI LEATHER SUIT
WOMEN’S RACING / PERFORMANCE  RIDING 
SIZE: 38-50 
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Specifically designed and cut for women. -- Supple 1.3mm full-grain leather construction. -- tPr shoulder cups. -- integrated comfort foam padding in the back. -- lateral accordion stretch 
panels across the back. -- longitudinal underarm aramidic stretch panels. -- inner mesh lining with stretch panel inserts that work with outer stretch zones for improved flexibility and 
precise fit. -- removable ce certified bio armor protectors in the elbows and shoulders. -- chest and back pad compartments with Pe comfort padding (alpinestars ce bio armor back 
protector insert and bionic chest Pads available as accessory upgrade). -- Snap-in connection system for the ce level 2 certified bionic race back Protector. -- tPr neck flap with velcro 
closure. -- d-ring waist adjustment. -- internal waist connection zipper allows attachment to selected alpinestars leather and textile pants. -- Premium ykk® zippers.

STELLA GP PLUS LEATHER JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 38-50

311 0912 12
black white

311 0912 10
black

311 0912 321
red white black

women specific fit with racing style graphic design. -- Sport riding pants suitable for track and street use. -- 1.3 mm full-grain leather for excellent abrasion resistance. -- Multiple-stitched  
main seam construction for maximum tear  resistance. -- removable ce certified GP protectors. -- accordion leather stretch zones offer flexibility. -- ergonomically placed stretch kevlar® 
panels for optimal flexibility. -- internal lining with stretch panel inserts to work with outer stretch zones. -- internally reinforced seat area. -- alpinestars replaceable Sport knee Sliders. 
-- built in hip padding. -- Perforated leather panels for greater ventilation. -- extended high rear waist construction to help cover the lower back when in the riding position. -- waist 
connection zipper allows attachment to selected alpinestars leather and textile jackets. -- ykk® Semi auto lock zippers. -- Patented calf expansion pockets improve range of calf fit. -- die 
cut 3d leather logos.

STELLA TRACK LEATHER PANTS
WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 38-50

313 939 10 
black 

313 939 30
red

313 939 70 
blue 

Specifically designed and cut for women. -- 1.3mm premium full-grain leather construction. -- Multiple-stitched main seam construction for maximum tear resistance. -- contoured, 
lightweight mesh calf cuffs. -- alpinestars one-piece, ce approved GP-r knee/shin protectors offer lightweight impact protection and utilize a free floating construction for precise fit. 
-- accordion leather knees flex zones. -- Stretch waist bands precise fit and sliding hook waist closure. -- internal lining with stretch panel inserts to work with outer stretch zones. -- waist 
connection zipper allows attachment to selected alpinestars leather and textile jackets. -- integrated coccyx and hip protection zones with Pe foam padding. -- alpinestars Pu Sport knee 
sliders.

STELLA GP PLUS LEATHER PANTS
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 38-50

313 0912 12
black white

313 0912 10
black

313 0912 321
red white black



STELLA ANDES DRYSTAR® JACKET

Specifically constructed for an optimized woman’s fit. -- 600d Polyester fabric with Pu coating. -- 100% waterproof and breathable drystar® construction with waterproof lining. -- 
removable thermal liner. -- dynamic® stretch panels on sleeves and waist areas to further improve fit and feel. -- upper sleeve volume adjustment. -- Pre-curved sleeve construction for 
improved riding performance. -- waist adjustment belt for precision fit. -- Zippered shoulder air intakes for adjustable ventilation and rear air exhaust zippers to enhance riding comfort. -- 2 
upper chest zippered hand pockets. -- 2 large front waterproof cargo pockets. -- large, external, utility pocket on lower back of jacket. -- internal pockets + wallet pocket. -- impact protection 
provided by removable ce certified elbow and shoulder protectors. -- chest and back pad compartments with Pe comfort Padding (ce certified bio armor back protector insert available 
as accessory). -- reinforced tPu print texture in critical elbow and lower arm areas. -- integrated high visibility reflective graphic details and logos improve rider visibility in varying light 
conditions. -- internal waist connection zipper for alpinestars riding pants. -- integrated soft edge collar construction. -- Premium ykk zipper with double sliders for main font closure.

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-2XL

STELLA ANDES DRYSTAR® PANTS

Specifically constructed for an optimized woman’s fit. -- 600d Polyester main fabric with Pu coating. -- 100% waterproof and breathable drystar® construction with waterproof lining. 
-- removable thermal liner. -- dynamic® stretch panels around crotch and back of knees. -- Pre-curved 3d knee construction. -- accordion knee stretch panel inserts to further improve fit 
and feel. -- dual waist adjustment pull tabs. -- large zippered air intakes. -- 2 large zippered front thigh pockets. -- impact protection provided by removable ce certified  knee protectors. 
-- hip pad compartments with Pe comfort Padding . -- highly abrasion and tear resistant printed texture tPu panels over critical knee areas. -- integrated high visibility reflective graphic 
details and logos improve rider visibility in varying light conditions. -- waist connection zipper for secure integration with alpinestars riding jackets. -- adjustable and removable braces 
connect to waist.

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-2XL
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highly abrasion and tear resistant polyamide main fabric construction. -- rip-stop textile fabric covering shoulders and elbows for additional abrasion and tear resistance with teflon® 
coated outer shell. -- waterproof & breathable Gore-tex® insert. -- removable long sleeve thermal liner highlighted with a red zipper connection for easy identification. -- collar stretch 
panels to improve neck comfort with loop to hold flap open while riding. -- neoprene comfort edge on collar and cuffs. -- Zippered air intakes and rear air exhaust on the arms. -- lower back 
extended and reinforced for riding comfort. -- removable ce certified bio armor elbow and shoulder protectors. -- back pad compartments with Pe protective padding. -- waist adjustment 
belt. -- foam chest protector inserts. -- direct injection logos & 3d logo on the back. -- Pre curved sleeves. -- high visibility reflective colored piping. -- Gusseted velcro adjustment on cuffs. 
-- 2 external, zippered, upper chest pockets. -- 2 external, zippered, lower chest pockets. -- internal pockets + wallet pocket. -- internal waist connection zipper for attachment to alpinestars 
riding pants.

STELLA NEW LAND GORE-TEX® JACKET
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: S-2XL

361 5013 155
black yellow fluo

361 5013 10
black

321 7514 10
black

323 7514 10
black

321 7514 921
liGht Gray black

323 7514 921
liGht Gray black

highly abrasion and tear resistant polyamide main fabric construction. -- rip-stop textile fabric covering seat and knees for additional abrasion and tear resistance with teflon® coated 
outer shell. -- 2 zippered front air intake vents. -- back and knee stretch panel inserts. -- removable ce certified bio armor knee and shin protectors. -- removable long thermal liner 
highlighted with a red zipper connection for easy identification. -- comfortable waist closure. -- high visibility reflective colored piping. -- adjustable velcro tightening on waist. -- 2 external 
zippered pockets. -- external waist connection zipper for secure attachment to alpinestars riding jackets.

STELLA NEW LAND GORE-TEX® PANTS
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: S-XL

363 5013 155 
black yellow fluo

363 5013  10
black
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Specifically designed and cut for women. -- highly abrasion and tear resistant polyamide fabric construction. -- waterproof and breathable Gore-teX® liner. -- adjustable waist and 
secure sliding hook closure. -- elasticized rear yoke. -- Pre-curved leg construction. -- extended zippered boot gussets. -- two external pockets -- removable quilted thigh warmer -- impact 
protection provided by removable ce certified knee protectors. -- hip compartments with ergonomically tapered Pe comfort padding. -- Premium ykk® zippers.

STELLA COURMAYEUR GORE-TEX® PANTS
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: XS-2XL

363 6012 10
black

engineered female fit.-- constructed from brushed polyamide with 600d polyester fabric reinforcements for strength and durability.-- waterproof and breathable drystar® liner.-- 
removable braces.-- adjustable waist and secure sliding hook closure.-- elasticized rear yoke.-- Pre-curved leg construction.-- extended zippered boot gussets.-- two external pockets-- 
removable quilted thermal warmer with built-in ergonomic stretch zones. -- impact protection provided by removable ce certified bio armor knee protectors.-- internal hip compartments 
with ergonomically tapered Pe comfort padding.-- integrated high visibility reflective stripes and logos improve rider visibility in poor light conditions. -- non-aggressive micro-velcro used 
throughout the garment. -- Premium ykk® zippers.

STELLA BREGENZ DRYSTAR® PANTS
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: XS-2XL

323 3512 10
black

Specifically constructed for an optimized woman’s fit. -- Multi- fabric poly-shell construction for durability, protection and weight. -- integrated 100% waterproof and breathable membrane. 
-- Pre-curved legs and an articulated knee construction enhance freedom of movement. -- impact protection provided by removable ce  certified knee protectors. -- ballistic nylon 
reinforcements on the thighs, knees and seat area. -- integrated high visibility reflective piping enhances rider visibility. -- internal hip compartments are lined with ergonomically tapered 
pecomfort foam for superior riding comfort. -- adjustable waist and secure sliding hook closure for a snug, tailored fit. -- extended zippered boot gussets ensure a tight seal around the ankle 
and facilitate fitting and removal. -- external flat storage pocket.

STELLA AST-1 WATERPROOF PANTS
WOMEN’ ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING- SIZE: XS-2XL

323 6114 12
black white
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created to ensure optimized female fit. -- light, performant and removable ce-certified elbow and shoulder protectors are reduced in thickness to improve styling. -- Supple and durable 
full-grain leather on sleeves and shoulders. -- Main outer shell constructed from indigo denim (black version) or reinforced poly-fabric textile (champagne version). -- leather accordion 
inserts strategically positioned on elbow. -- contemporary styled, low profile collar. -- Snap closures on collar and cuffs for easy, secure fastening. -- leather detailing around pocket 
openings. auto-locking zips with leather pull-tabs. -- external zippered pocket, plus internal waterproof pocket. -- embossed logos on shoulders. -- reflective piping to improve rider visibility.

RENEE TEXTILE / LEATHER JACKET
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 38-50

331 8013 900
chaMPaGne

331 8013 751
indiGo blue black

created specially by alpinestars’ woman’s design department to ensure optimized female fit. -- advanced poly-fabric textile main shell reinforced with Pu for additional aqua-repelling 
performance. -- removable ce-certified bio armor elbow and shoulder protectors for class-leading protection. -- back compartments with replaceable poly-foam padding (ce-certified 
bio-armor back protector insert available as accessory). -- chest compartments with replaceable poly-foam padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads available as accessory upgrade). -- 
removable long sleeve 80g thermal liner. -- Zippered shoulder air-intakes for effective regulation of internal airflow. -- Soft, seamless microfiber comfort edges on collar and cuff. -- Pre-
curved sleeves with accordion flex-inserts. -- reflective piping for improved visibility. --velcro waist and cuff adjustments for greater customization. – Zippered external pockets, plus 
internal and inner wallet pockets. -- raised ridges on main external seams improves styling.

STELLA SOLARIS TEXTILE JACKET
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING - SIZE: XS-2XL

331 1013 1239
black white Pink

331 1013 1273
black white blue red

331 1013 12
black white

women specific road riding jacket. -- 600 denier Polyester fabric with Pu coating construction for strength and water resistance. -- removable ce certified soft elbow and shoulder 
protectors. -- Sport fit with pre curved sleeves for riding comfort. -- waist and wrist adjustment with velcro® and textile tabs. -- waist connection zipper allows attachment to selected 
alpinestars leather and textile pants. -- chest pad compartment with Pe padding (bionic chest Guard available as accessory).  -- back protector compartment with Pe padding (ce certified 
rc back Protector available as accessory). -- ykk® zippers.  -- removable thermal liner. -- tPr logos on rear waist and shoulders and die-cut leather logos on chest.

STELLA T-GP PLUS TEXTILE JACKET
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING - SIZE: XS-2XL

331 0912 12
black white

331 0912 139
black Pink white

331 0912 10
black

constructed with 600 denier Polyester fabric and hydrophobic mesh panels. -- ergonomically profiled specifically for women. -- Sport fit with pre-curved sleeves for enhanced riding 
comfort. -- low profile neck with tPr velcro flap closure. -- waist and wrist adjustment with non-aggressive micro-velcro tabs. -- integrated comfort foam padding on the back and shoulders. 
-- removable ce certified bio armor elbow and shoulder protectors. -- chest pad compartments with Pe padding (alpinestars bionic chest pads available as accessory upgrade). -- back 
compartment with Pe padding (ce certified bio armor back protector insert available as accessory. -- waist connection zipper allows attachment to selected alpinestars leather and textile 
pants. -- Multiple internal storage compartments. -- ykk® zippers.

STELLA T-GP PLUS AIR JACKET
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING - SIZE: XS-2XL

331 0812 10
black
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insulated jacket (down look). -- inner waterproof document pocket. -- ce approved shoulder and elbow protectors and back compartments with pe protection. -- waist shock cord adjustment. 
-- back protector fit adjustment. -- hood adjustment. -- collar adjustment. -- elastic bond cuffs with integrated thumb holes. -- Pants connection loops. -- loose fit.

STELLA FRANCIE TEXTILE JACKET
WOMEN’S URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: XS-2XL

331 9014 10
black

331 9014 724 
Pearl blue blaZinG oranGe

combination of poly and synthetic wool fabric.  -- down filling.  -- ce approved shoulder and elbow protectors.  -- back protector compartment.  -- detachable hood.  -- waterproof inner 
pocket.  -- wind gator.  -- reflective print.

STELLA CASSIE DOWN JACKET
WOMEN’S URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: XS-2XL

331 9114 104
black anthracite

331 9114 114
anthracite

Specially created by alpinestars women’s design department for an optimized female fit. --regular/straight fit 13oz comfort denim for excellent abrasion and tear resistance. -- interior 
kevlar reinforcement panels in the seat, hip and knee areas. -- Strong twin stitched main seam construction.   -- Pre-shaped leg construction is anatomically optimized. -- ce-certified knee 
protectors. – internal knee compartment allows adjustment of protection to fit various leg lengths. customized detailing on buttons and rivets. contemporary print design on inner waist 
and pockets. -- leather belt patch. 

KERRY TECH DENIM
WOMEN’S KEVLAR® PANTS - SIZE: 2-14

333 9813 75
indiGo blue

333 9813 10
black
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created to ensure an optimized female fit. -- innovative leather and textile multi-panel construction. -- Molded carbon fiber knuckle protection. -- alpinestars’ patented third and fourth 
finger. -- anatomically designed palm with clarino® thumb and finger reinforcement. internal Schoeller® keProtec® reinforcements and kevlar® lining comfort and performance. 
-- injection-molded poly-foam reinforcements in critical palm and finger impact zones. -- advanced poly-fabric finger sliders for impact and abrasion resistance. -- leather accordion finger 
inserts with additional twin thumb stretch panels. -- contoured cuff closure offers ergonomic polymer construction and wrist strap for adjustment and security. -- Perforated leather top 
panel and ventilated finger sidewalls keep the hands cool. -- dual strap closure on the wrist for a safe and secure fit and precision adjustment. 

STELLA GP PLUS LEATHER GLOVE
WOMEN’S RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING -  SIZE: XS-XL

351 6513 10
black

351 6513 12
black white

dedicated, women specific cut and sizing. -- Strong and supple leather main chassis and palm. -- carbon fiber knuckle provides impact and abrasion protection. -- thumb, fingers, top of hand 
and wrist are padded for impact protection. -- accordion flex leather paneling on first three fingers, outer thumb circumference and top of wrist. -- Perforated cuff, leather top panel and 
ventilated finger sidewalls keep the hands cool. -- Pre-curved finger construction to reduce riding fatigue. -- Palm and outer edge of hand reinforced with clarino panel. -- triple adjusting 
wrist closure with stretch lycra expansion panel for easy glove entry. -- tPr astars logo on top of wrist, tPr SP1 logo on wrist closure tab.

STELLA SP-1  LEATHER GLOVE
WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING -  SIZE: XS-XL

351 810 12
black white

351 810 10
black

351 810 39
Pink
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women specific sport riding glove. -- full-grain leather construction. -- leather with Synthetic suede palm reinforcements for improved grip and protection. -- carbon fiber knuckle 
protection with split knuckle construction for flex comfort. -- rubber pad inserts to protect palm from abrasion. -- velcro cuff closure with tPr logo on upper wrist. -- tPr logos and details 
with printed logo.

STELLA SP-2 LEATHER GLOVE
WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING -  SIZE: XS-L

351 8212 12
black white

351 8212 10
black

351 8212 239
white black Pink

created to ensure an optimized female fit. -- constructed from premium full-grain leather for excellent abrasion resistance. -- durable Pu knuckle protection with heat stamped logo. 
-- eva foam padding on thumb, wrist, finger and thumb. – Stretch flex panel on wrist for maximum flexibility and comfort. velcro cuff closure for secure, personalized fit. -- Pre-shaped 
finger construction with internal seams for comfort and feel. -- third and fourth finger bridge protects the fingers in the event of a slide. – ergonomic-engineered synthetic suede palm 
reinforcements. -- full-length wrist cuff incorporates foam padding. -- Printed logos.

STELLA SP-8 LEATHER GLOVE
WOMEN’S RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING -  SIZE: XS-XL

351 8313 10
black

351 8313 20
white

leather and mesh upper construction. -- Synthetic leather palm construction with clarino reinforcements. -- carbon fiber knuckle protectors. -- tPr finger reinforcements. -- thumb foam 
padding. -- reinforced landing zone with built in foam padding. -- airprene cuff with tPr velcro flap closure.

STELLA SMX-2 AIR CARBON GLOVE
WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING -  SIZE: XS-L

351 7712 12
black white

351 7712 10
black

351 7712 139
black Pink

Goat skin leather and mesh upper construction. -- Suede micro-fiber palm with synthetic suede reinforcements. -- eva foam knuckle protection. -- tPr reinforcement details on top of 
the hand and fingers for additional protection. -- high absorption foam padding on landing zone. -- Split gusset on fingers for improved flexibility. -- wrist flap closure with non-aggressive 
micro-velcro fastener.

STELLA SMX-3 AIR  GLOVE
WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING -  SIZE: XS-L

359 7512 121
black white black

359 7512 10
black

359 7512 139
black Pink
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technical Gore-tex® glove designed to be worn over jacket sleeves. -- full leather main construction. -- tPu knuckle positioned under main leather surface. -- leather stretch accordion 
inserts on fingers and thumb for superior fit and feeling. -- new easy in/out lining with thermal back hand layer and reduced palm for improved grip and comfort. -- full top and fourchette 
thermal insulation. -- alpinestars patented finger-bridge prevents finger separation and stops protection twisting around the little finger in the event of a slide. -- leather palm with Pu 
reinforcement. -- retro reflective inserts for improved nighttime visibility. -- tPr finger stylus for use with bike navigation systems. -- helmet visor wipe strip mounted on left thumb.

STELLA WR-3 GORE-TEX® GLOVE
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING -  SIZE: XS-XL

353 4013 10
 black

Soft fabric shell upper construction. -- Synthetic suede palm construction. -- 5mm eva foam padded knuckle. -- Stamped Pu wrist construction. -- accordion stretch panels on top of fingers 
and thumb. -- contoured thumb construction. -- Gore-tex® membrane insert. -- ultra-soft velour insulated lining. -- Micro-velcro wrist and cuff closure. -- Specifically designed for women.

STELLA WR-V GORE-TEX® GLOVE
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING -  SIZE: XS-XL

353 4511 10
black

Specifically cut, shaped and sized for the woman rider to ensure utmost riding comfort. -- waterproof and breathable drystar® membrane. -- 3M c70 thinsulate™ insulation and bremburg 
fleece lining for effective heat and moisture insulation. -- Synthetic Suede palm with silicone printed details for added grip. -- extended gauntlet wrist construction for maximum coverage 
and weather protection. -- elastic and velcro wrist closure for a comfortable and secure fit. -- elastic drawstring gauntlet cuff. -- debossed details. -- Sonic welded tPr and embroidered 
logos.

STELLA RADIANT DRYSTAR® GLOVE
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING -  SIZE: XS-XL

353 559 10 
black

lightweight, windproof, and water resistant city riding glove. -- two piece construction with windstopper®, stretch nylon fabric, main outer for effective insulation. -- one piece, full-grain 
leather palm construction. -- 3mm eva padding on fingers. -- hard knuckle protection, covered by windstopper® fabric. -- knitted cuff for comfort, flexibility and effective insulation.

STELLA C1 WINDSTOPPER® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING  / SIZE: XS-XL

353 0011 10
black
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removable ce certified bionic back protector. -- technical stretch net construction. -- impact resistant foam inserts for added protection. -- tPr logo. -- ykk® semi auto-lock front zipper closure.

TRACK PROTECTION VEST
PROTECTION - SIZE: S-2XL

650 848 10 
black

650 848 12
black white

dfd (dynamic force dispersion) technology means this protector is reduced in thickness and in weight: 15mm thinner and 130g lighter than previous models. -- ce level 2 protection means 
this protector offers double the impact performance of a ce level 1 protector. ce level 2 impact performance (under 9kn transmitted force) in accordance with en 1621-2. -- ergonomic 5 
plate construction contours to the natural curve of the back. Plates lock to lessen overextension of the back. -- construction allows excellent shock absorption, even in repeated impacts, 
but allows a thin, light, and substantially breathable core. -- the airflow has been designed that even if the protector is pressed hard against your body, air will still flow through from the top 
to the bottom. -- adjustable shoulder straps. -- wide waist belt with thermo-formed protection at the sides.

BIONIC BACK PROTECTOR
PROTECTION - SIZE: S-XL

650 407 10 
black

650 407 20
white
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dfd (dynamic force dispersion) technology means this protector is reduced in thickness and in weight: 15mm thinner and 130g lighter than previous models. -- ce level 2 protection means 
this protector offers double the impact performance of a ce level 1 protector. ce level 2 impact performance (under 9kn transmitted force) in accordance with en 1621-2. -- ergonomic 5 
plate construction contours to the natural curve of the back. Plates lock to lessen overextension of the back. -- construction allows excellent shock absorption, even in repeated impacts, 
but allows a thin, light, and substantially breathable core. -- the airflow has been designed that even if the protector is pressed hard against your body, air will still flow through from the top 
to the bottom. -- adjustable shoulder straps. -- wide waist belt with thermo-formed padding at the sides.

YOUTH BIONIC BACK PROTECTOR
PROTECTION - SIZE: OS

654 409 10
black

ce certified level 1 to the latest back protector standard revision (pren 1621-2:2010) allowing a slimmer, more ergonomic design. -- the new dual density cell structure technology combines 
two different materials to offer lightweight impact protection with exceptional breathability and comfort. -- ergonomic protection plates contour to the natural curve of the back ensuring 
optimum fit while riding. Protection plates have special lateral “wings” that flex to fit the movement of the shoulder blades and wrap around the kidneys when in the riding position. -- 
breathable inner mesh. -- adjustable and detachable elastic shoulder straps via a snap fit system to allow a more comfortable use of the protector under leather suits. -- wide belt featuring 
a dual velcro closure system. -- conceived as a modular system, enabling a wide size range. 

BIONIC AIR BACK PROTECTOR
PROTECTION - SIZE: XS-XL

650 4011 10
black

650 4011 20
white

ce certified level 1 to the latest back protector standard revision (pren 1621-2:2010) allowing a slimmer, more ergonomic design. -- the new dual density cell structure technology 
combines two different materials to offer lightweight impact protection with exceptional breathability and comfort. -- ergonomic protection plates contour to the natural curve of 
the back ensuring optimum fit while riding. Protection plates have special lateral “wings” that flex to fit the movement of the shoulder blades and wrap around the kidneys when 
in the riding position. -- breathable inner mesh.

BIONIC AIR BACK PROTECTOR INSERT
PROTECTION - SIZE: M-L

650 4111 10
black

optimized for insertion into the latest alpinestars’ technical jackets. -- Slimline profile. -- conformable impact absorbing compound mold easily to the body. -- Perforated to 
improve the breathability. -- ce certified level 1 to the latest back protector standard revision (pren 1621-2:2010).

BIO ARMOR BACK PROTECTOR INSERT
PROTECTION - SIZE: S-M-L

650 1611 10
black 
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Made of high impact absorbing expanded polymers and open cell padding. -- light, flexible and protective. -- ce en 1621-2 certified. -- waterproof outer cover. -- fits alpinestars’ standard 
back protector compartment (see rc protector guide for correct size).

RC BACK PROTECTOR INSERT
PROTECTION - SIZE: S-M-L

650 164 10 
black

Supportive thermoformed Pe foam and molded Pu support panels. -- removable quilted thermal liner. -- wind breaking front flaps. -- ergonomically designed for 
maximuÅm stability on the torso and lower back. -- dual elastic waistband for secure and precise fit.

TOURING KIDNEY BELT
PROTECTION - SIZE:  S/M - L/XL - 2XL/3XL

650 500 10 
black

impact and vibration protection upgrade accessory for use in alpinestars leather jackets and suits. -- Polymer chest plate backed with bio-foam to 
provide extra protection to the chest from impact and vibration. -- fits into alpinestars 1Piece/2Piece suits, leather and textile jackets. -- vented for to 
maintain airflow cooling. Stella: specifically designed for women, for use with alpinestars Stella leather jackets and suits.

BIONIC / STELLA BIONIC CHEST PAD
PROTECTION - SIZE: OS

Stella: 678 208 13 
black violet

constructed using a specially formulated closed cell foam that is durable yet allows good feel in turns. -- Shaped for optimal contact, even-wear 
distribution and lighter weight. -- Standard fitment on selected alpinestars leather suits. -- ce certified to en 1621-1.

BIO ARMOR PROTECTION KIT
PROTECTION - SIZE: OS

Perforated impact and vibration absorbing foam padding. -- ergonomic shape for fit and comfort. -- Silicone printed band for secure positioning 
underneath leather suit. -- astar logo.

TECH CHEST GUARD
PROTECTION - SIZE:  S/M - L/2XL

670 206 10 
black

670 208 13 
black red

651 200 10 
black (tyPe a - SMall)

652 200 10
black (tyPe b - biG)
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651 100 10 
black (tyPe a - SMall) 652 100 10

black (tyPe b - biG)

used by alpinestars top racers. -- constructed using an exclusive Pu compound that is durable yet allows good feel in turns. -- anatomically shaped 
for optimal contact, even-wear distribution and lighter weight. -- Standard fitment on selected alpinestars leather suits. -- ce certified to en 1621-1.

SMART PROTECTION KIT
PROTECTION - SIZE: OS

constructed using an impact absorbing e-Pu foam poured on an e-Pe soft layer for a better fit and comfort. ce certified en 1621-1. 

GP-R PROTECTORS
PROTECTION - SIZE:  S-M

652 1614 10
SiZe S fitS all SiZeS Stella elbow & SMall SiZeS Man elbow

SiZe M fitS biG SiZeS Man elbow

652 1513 10
SiZe S fitS SMall SiZeS knee (Man & Stella)

SiZe M fitS biG SiZeS knee (Man & Stella)

652 5013 10
black

constructed using a specially formulated closed cell foam that is durable yet allows good feel in turns. -- Shaped for optimal contact, even-wear 
distribution and lighter weight. -- Standard fitment on selected alpinestars leather suits. -- ce certified to en 1621-1.

HIP PROTECTORS
PROTECTION - SIZE: OS

used by alpinestars top racers. -- constructed using an exclusive Pu compound that is durable yet allows good feel in turns. -- anatomically shaped for 
optimal contact, even-wear distribution and lighter weight. -- Standard fitment on selected alpinestars leather suits.

GP KNEE SLIDER
PROTECTION - SIZE: OS

640 207 20
white

640 207 10
black

640 304 12 
black white

constructed using a Pu compound that is durable yet allows good feel in turns. -- Shaped for optimal contact, even-wear distribution and lighter 
weight. -- Standard fitment on selected alpinestars leather suits.

SPORT KNEE SLIDER
PROTECTION - SIZE: OS

640 1013 13
black red

constructed from an advanced tPu compound for durability and weight saving. -- ergonomically engineered for an optimized performance fit in wet 
conditions. -- Strong velcro contacts ensure secure and highly personalized fitment.  

GP RAIN KNEE SLIDER
PROTECTION - SIZE: OS
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flat panel polymer heat panels in the chest, upper shoulder/neck and lower back, are strategically placed to aid temperature management, giving the most even spread of heat over the largest 
area. -- insulated lycra outer shell with a MeSh lining allows heat to pass evenly from the elements and insulate the body. -- breathable side panels help wick away moisture from the body to 
keep you warm and dry. -- Self regulating panels remain at a constant temperature to prevent overheating. -- extended neck collar for superior heat coverage. -- vest takes 55w powered directly 
from motorcycle battery by a connection cord from battery to an adapter interface on the jacket using an integrated loom.  -- tech heated vest uses new wio (wire integration and organization) 
technology which aids the rider with wire routing on all models of motorcycles. (a special connector is available for bMw motorcycles). -- can be used in conjunction with alpinestars tech vest 
electronic temperature regulator (etr), available separately. using the etr with the tech heated vest allows the rider to select from four different heat settings to give a wider range of climate 
control. -- vest is machine washable. -- reflective piping and logos.

NOTE: THIS VEST IS NOT AN OUTER GARMENT AND MUST ALWAyS BE WORN IN CONjUNCTION WITH A SUITABLE WATER RESISTANT OUTER GARMENT FOR RIDING.

TECH HEATED VEST
COLD WEATHER TOURING & COMFORT RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

475 3912 10
black

features the same active heating technology as alpinestars’ tech heated vest. -- consistent, heating over the whole hand. -- leather palm construction with textile back and synthetic suede 
reinforcements. -- alpinestars drystar® waterproof and breathable membrane. -- Molded knuckle armor grants impact protection in a critical area. -- additional impact protection provided 
by padded foam top. -- reinforced and padded landing zones. -- alpinestars patented finger bridge prevents finger separation and reduces twisting in the event of a slide. -- reflective wrist 
and fingers. -- accordion stretch panels on back hand. -- velcro wrist closure strap for a precise fit. -- Zippered cuff closure. -- includes a long y-splitter that enables integration with the tech 
heated vest. -- does not include controller or battery. -- connects directly to bike’s battery.

CELSIUS HEATED GLOVE
COLD WEATHER TOURING & COMFORT RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 3914 155
black yellow fluo

352 3914 10
black

battery cable (included)
695 0712 03

y lonG SPlitter for thech Glove (included)
695 0512 10 battery cable (included)

695 0712 03

TECH HEATED GEAR ACCESSORIES & SPARE PARTS

y SPlitter for the tech 
heated Glove 695 0512 10

wirinG cable with PluG for 
bMw 695 049 10

 (etr) tech heated controller for 
veSt and Glove 695 0312 10

y SPlitter for the tech 
heated veSt 695 040 10

cable Set for veSt and Glove
695 0612 03

battery cable
695 0712 03
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3 layer softshell material main construction. -- water-resistant. -- 100% windproof. -- lycra stretch panels. -- off-set main zipper closure.

THERMAL PRO WINDPROOF 1PIECE UNDERSUIT
COLD WEATHER TOURING & COMFORT RIDING- SIZE:S-3XL

designed for warm weather riding. -- coldtack fabric construction. -- Micro perforated insert panel for comfort and breathability. -- ergonomic flat lock seam construction. -- compression 
fit design to reduce muscle fatigue.  -- off-set main zipper closure. -- Printed astar logo.

SUMMER TECH RACE 1 PIECE UNDERSUIT
WARM WEATHER RACING - SIZE: S-3XL

475 207 10 
black

475 208 10 
black

developed for cold weather riding conditions with double density fabric covering the most 
exposed areas. -- comfortable moisture wicking material for optimal thermal protection. 
-- Made from polypropylene with elastane fabric that will not melt under abrasion. -- 
tubular, seamless construction. -- compression fit for muscle support to reduce fatigue. -- 
hypoallergenic and bacteriostatic fabric.

WINTER TECH
PERFORMANCE
TOP/BOTTOM

toP: comfortable moisture wicking material. -- long sleeve. -- wind-breaking front body, arm 
panels and mock turtle neck for optimal thermal protection. -- ergonomic flat-lock seams. -- 
compression fit for muscle support to reduce fatigue. -- Printed astar logo on front.  bottoM: 
comfortable moisture wicking material. -- 3 panel construction. -- ergonomic flat lock seams. 
-- compression fit for muscle support to reduce fatigue. -- wind breaking thigh panel for 
optimal thermal protection. -- Printed astar logo on hip.

THERMAL TECH RACE
TOP/ BOTTOM

COLD WEATHER TOURING & COMFORT RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

COLD WEATHER RACING - SIZE:  XS/S-M/L-XL/2XL

toP: 475 210 / 10 black
bottoM: 475 220 / 10 black

toP: 475 325 10 black 
bottoM: 475 335 10 black
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developed for cold weather riding conditions with double density fabric covering the most 
exposed areas. -- comfortable moisture wicking material for optimal thermal protection. 
-- Made from polypropylene with elastane fabric that will not melt under abrasion. -- 
tubular, seamless construction. -- compression fit for muscle support to reduce fatigue. -- 
hypoallergenic and bacteriostatic fabric.

THERMAL TECH
TOP/ BOTTOM

COLD WEATHER TOURING & COMFORT RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

toP: 475 349 10 black
bottoM: 475 359 10 black

designed for warm weather riding. -- coldtack fabric construction. -- Micro perforated insert 
panel for comfort and breathability. -- ergonomic flat lock seam construction. -- compression 
fit design to reduce muscle fatigue. -- Printed astar logo.

SUMMER TECH RACE 
TOP/ BOTTOM

WARM WEATHER RACING - SIZE: S-3XL

toP: 475 328 10 black
bottoM: 475 338 10 black

toP: comfortable double-sided moisture wicking material for optimal thermal protection. -- 
long sleeve. -- Mock turtle neck. -- ergonomic flat lock seams. -- compression fit for muscle 
support to reduce fatigue. -- Printed Stella logo on neck. bottoM:  comfortable double-
sided moisture wicking material for optimal thermal protection. -- 3 panel construction. -- 
ergonomic flat lock seams. -- compression fit for muscle support to reduce fatigue. -- Printed 
Stella logo on hip.

STELLA THERMAL TECH 
ROAD TOP/ BOTTOM

COLD WEATHER TOURING & COMFORT RIDING - SIZE: S-2XL

toP:   476 347 / 10 black
bottoM: 476 357 / 10 black

toP: -- Polypropylene fabric main construction. -- hypoallergenic, anti-static, aggressive, 
athletic, and adaptable fit to reduce muscle fatigue. -- ergonomic flat-lock seams. -- designed 
to help maintain a constant body temperature . -- high resistance to chemicals and acids. 
-- low specific weight (60% less then cotton). -- hydrophobic construction for excellent 
breathability and moisture wicking helping to keep the body cool and dry. -- heat resistant 
. -- Mock turtle neck for optimal thermal protection (lonG Sleeve toP only) -- PantS:  
elasticated waist band for adaptable fit. -- Male pants opening

SUMMER TECH
PERFORMANCE
LONG SLEEVE TOP
SHORT SLEEVE TOP
BOTTOM

WARM WEATHER RACING - SIZE: XS/S-M/L-XL/2XL

loG Sleeve toP: 475 259 10 black
Short Sleeve toP: 475 279 10 black

bottoM: 475 269 10 black
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heavyweight and moisture wicking material that can be used for any 
season. -- open face design with ergonomic fit. -- flat lock seams for 
comfort feel. -- Strategic chin panel design for better fit, feel and 
comfort. -- extended neck length for added protection. -- reflective 
printed astar logo.

OPEN FACE
BALACLAVA

TECH LAyER - SIZE:  OS

warm and breathable moisture wicking stretch fabric for comfort. 
-- full face design with neck and shoulder covering for effective 
insulation against the elements. -- external waterproof and windproof 
neck skirt for wind and water protection. -- flat lock seam for comfort 
under helmet. -- open nose panel construction to aid breathing.

TOURING WINTER
BALACLAVA

TECH LAyER - SIZE:  OS

475 809 10 
black

475 817 10
black

warm and breathable moisture wicking complete stretch material. 
-- full-face balaclava design with neck and shoulder covering. -- 
ergonomic fit and flat-lock seams. -- reflective logo printing. -- open 
nose panel construction for vent and easy breathing.

WINTER
BALACLAVA

TECH LAyER - SIZE:  OS

475 807 10 
black

breathable and quick dry materials. -- Mesh panels for ventilation. -- 
ergonomic fit from top of head to ear. -- flatlock seams for better feel 
and comfort. -- reflective logo printing.

SKULL CAP
BEANIE
TECH LAyER - SIZE:  OS

475 827 10 
black

windproof, triple layer, soft shell, material construction with pre curved sleeves. -- thermal performance inner fleecing system to improve overall moisture wicking and comfort 
performance. -- close fitting cut for comfort and performance. -- ergonomic main closure design for extra comfort when worn under an outer layer. -- two convenient storage pockets. 
-- themo roubaix stretch Material on cuffs and waist for improved comfort. -- collar zipper garage to prevent skin chaffing. -- contrast logo & stitching.

TOURING MID LAYER TOP
COLD WEATHER TOURING & COMFORT RIDING - SIZE: XS-3XL

475 3813 13
black red

Super soft 4 way stretch reversed micro-fleece. -- Seam free collar 
edge. -- embroidery logo.

TECH NECK
WARMER 
BASELAYER

TECH LAyER - SIZE: OS

warm and breathable moisture wicking stretch fabric for comfort. 
-- full face design with neck and shoulder covering for effective 
insulation against the elements. -- external waterproof and windproof 
neck skirt for wind and water protection. -- flat lock seam for comfort 
under helmet. -- open nose panel construction to aid breathing.

RACING ROAD
SOCKS

TECH LAyER - SIZE:  S/M - L/2XL

warm and breathable moisture wicking knit fabric. -- nostatex® , silver 
yarn, sole for wicking moisture away from skin and giving an anti-
bacterial, non odour, layer which conducts heat uniformly around the 
skin surface to reduce hot-spots. -- ribbed design reduces bunching 
at the heel and ankle and increases riding comfort. -- knee length 
design for ultimate coverage and comfort.

THERMAL TECH
SOCKS

TECH LAyER - SIZE:  S/M - L/2XL

Super soft 4 way stretch reversed micro-fleece. -- inner open mesh. 
-- Seam free collar edge. -- embroidery logo.

NECK
WARMER 

BASELAYER
TECH LAyER - SIZE: OS

constructed using coolmax which helps keep your feet cool and dry 
-- nostatex sole for wicking moisture away from skin -- ribbed design 
reduces bunching at the heel and ankle -- Strategically positioned 
mesh areas for maximum comfort -- ankle length.

RACING ROAD
SHORT SOCKS

TECH LAyER - SIZE:  S/M - L/2XL

nostatex sole for wicking moisture away from skin. -- ribbed design 
reduces bunching at the heel and ankle. -- Strategically positioned 
mesh areas for maximum comfort. -- Mid calf length.

TOURING SUMMER
SOCKS

TECH LAyER - SIZE:  S/M - L/2XL

470 3111 30
black red

470 3011 30 
red

470 349 11
black Gray

470 408 20 
white

475 8514 10
black

475 8614 10
black
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RAIN COVER.
INTERNAL SLEEVE FOR BIO ARMOR 

BACK INSERT APPLICATION
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tPr details. -- fully expandable from 16l to 26l (approx). -- water resistant fleece lined audio pocket with headphone exit port. -- hidden helmet carrier.  
-- heavy duty reinforcements. -- ykk® auto locking zippers applied on main compartment opening for secure closure. -- Sternum Map panel holder. 
-- internal lap top sleeve which fits most 15” lap top computers. -- internal organizer pockets. -- internal sleeve for bio armor back insert application. 
-- built in rain cover. -- adjustable waist strap.

TECH AERO BACK PACK
BAGS - SIZE: 16/26 LITRE CAPACITY / 16.5” X 9.5” X 5.75” /  52CM X 30CM X 18CM

610 718 10 
black

Streamlined design tank bag for day trips or long tours. -- fully expandable from 20l to 30l (approx). -- large expandable top bag with revisable Map/
GPS holder. -- removable base with clear map holder and removable magnets. -- Packaway back system for use as backpack. -- large main compartment 
with water resistant zippers. -- internal organizer pockets. -- Side pockets with organizer areas for easy of use. -- Padded top carry handle. -- Secure 
strapping system included for secure application for motorcycles with aluminum or plastic fuel tanks. 

TECH AERO TANK BAG
BAGS - SIZE: OS

610 7214 13
black red

Streamlined 25l lightweight backpack. -- Specifically designed for short trips and commuting. -- tough tarpaulin and 600d polyester construction. 
-- en471 certified fabric high-vis material. -- en471 certified reflective stripes. -- large reflective alpinestars logos. -- Stretch side panels to fit over 
both summer and winter jackets. -- ykk front zipper. -- Zippered pocket. -- vest can be packed into pocket for storage. -- breathable outer material and 
mesh lining for 4 season comfort.

CHARGER BACK PACK
BAGS - SIZE: OS

610 7014 10
black

610 7014 13
black red

610 7014 155
black yellow fluo

Poly-fabric construction is Pu coated for additional strength and durability. -- Sport styled for a low profile aerodynamic performance while riding. 
-- internal laptop sleeve. -- internal organizer pockets keep personal items accessible. -- anatomical, adjustable, padded shoulder straps with chest 
connection strap. -- removable waist belt adjuster. -- built-in helmet and jacket carrier. -- Padded ergonomic back panel with 3d mesh inserts for 
maximum comfort and ventilation. -- large reflective printed details. raincover with reflective detailing.

ROVING BACK PACK
BAGS - SIZE: 20 LITRE CAPACITY / 18.75IN X 5.90IN X 11.81IN / 48CM X 15CM X 30CM

610 0013 16
black Green

610 0013 13
black red
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Streamlined 20l lightweight backpack. -- Specifically designed for short trips and commuting. -- tough tarpaulin and 420d polyester construction. 
-- reflective stripes for maximum visibility at night. -- chest strap for superior fitting. -- removable waist strap. -- Side mesh pockets. -- large main 
pocket with padded laptop storage. -- Glasses pocket with soft lining.

LITE BACK PACK
BAGS - SIZE: OS

610 7514 10
black

610 7514 16
black Green

610 7514 1017
black Gray blue

Multi-purpose waist bag with internal tool organizer pocket. -- durable tarpaulin and 600d polyester construction. -- Multiple storage compartments 
with main compartment large enough to carry inner tube. -- Zippered side coin/key pockets for easy access. -- Padded back panel features anti-slip 
textile for comfort. -- elasticized tool compartment. -- air mesh for improved breathability. -- adjustable waist belt for customized fit.

TECH TOOL PACK
BAGS - SIZE: OS

610 6914 12
black white

610 6914 155
black yellow fluo

610 6914 13
black red

large gear bag to hold and protect all your MX gear. -- 15” x 18” x 32”. -- large main area compartment protection, pants and jerseys. -- tough tarpaulin 
and 600d polyester construction. -- Separate helmet compartment to prevent damage. -- end organizer compartment for wallet keys. -- inner mesh 
pocket. 

140 HOLDALL GEAR BAG
BAGS - SIZE: OS

610 6114 13
black red

610 6114 12
black white

STICKERS PACK
2.

9a.

9c.

9b.

1 662-074-00 aSSorted colorS - alPineStarS (7 cM) 100/Pk
1 662-124-00 aSSorted colorS - alPineStarS (12 cM) 50/Pk
1 662-184-00 aSSorted colorS - alPineStarS  (18 cM )50/Pk
2 663-304-00 aSSorted colorS - aStarS S (7 cM) 100/Pk
2 663-404-00 aSSorted colorS - aStarS M (11 cM) 50/Pk
2 663-504-00 aSSorted colorS - aStarS l (16 cM) 50/Pk
3 664-101-00 aSSorted colorS - aStarS kit
4 664-301-00 aSSorted colorS - alPineStarS kit
5 664-401-00 aSSorted colorS - corPorate kit
6 665-304-10 black - die cut alPineStarS S 15cM 10/Pk
7 665-304-11 Silver - die cut alPineStarS S 15cM 10/Pk
8 665-304-20 white - die cut alPineStarS S 15cM 10/Pk
6 665-401-10 black - die cut alPineStarS M 48cM
7 665-401-11 Silver - die cut alPineStarS M 48cM
8 665-401-20 white - die cut alPineStarS M 48cM
6 665-501-10 black - die cut alPineStarS l 98cM
7 665-501-11 Silver - die cut alPineStarS l 98cM
8 665-501-20 white - die cut alPineStarS l 98cM
9a/b/c 666-304-00 aSSorted colorS - die cut aStarS S 100/Pk
9a/b/c 666-404-00 aSSorted colorS - die cut aStarS M 50/Pk

6.

7.

8.

4. 5.3.

1.



MODELS SIZE S SIZE M SIZE L

BIONIC AIR BACK PROTECTOR AND BIO ARMOR BACK PROTECTOR 
INSERT FITTING GUIDE FOR LEATHER PRODUCTS

gp prO 2piece leather suit / siZe 44>50 siZe 50>52

OrBITEr 2piece leather suit / siZe 46>50 siZe 52>64

cELEr leather jacket / siZe 46>50 siZe 52>64

gp prO leather jacket / siZe 44>50 siZe 50>52

jawS leather jacket / siZe 46>50 siZe 52>64

gp pLuS leather jacket / siZe 46>50 siZe 52>64

gp pLuS  pErfOraTED leather jacket / siZe 46>50 siZe 52>64

avanT leather jacket / siZe 44>50 siZe 52>64

avanT pErfOraTED leather jacket / siZe 44>50 siZe 52>64

black shadow phanTOM leather jacket / siZe 44>50             siZe 52>64        

black shadow haDES leather jacket / siZe 44>50               siZe 52>64        

black shadow hunTSMan leather jacket / siZe 44>50                 siZe 52>64        

hOxTOn leather jacket / siZe 44>50                siZe 52>64        

ELIMInaTOr leather jacket / siZe s siZe m>4xl

STELLa gp pLuS leather jacket siZe 38>40 siZe 42>50 /

rEnEE textile / leather jacket siZe 38>40 siZe 42>50 /

MEN’S SIZE CONVERSION TABLE

EurO siZe

InTErnaTIOnaL siZe

u.S. siZe

u.S. panTS siZe

42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54

26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

s m l xlxs xxl 3xl 4xl

WOMEN’S SIZE CONVERSION TABLE

EurO siZe

InTErnaTIOnaL siZe

u.S. siZe

u.S. panTS siZe

36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54

xs s m lxxs xl xxl 3xl

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

22 24 26 28 30 32 37 36 38 40

BIONIC AIR BACK PROTECTOR AND BIO ARMOR BACK PROTECTOR
INSERT FITTING GUIDE FOR TEXTILE PRODUCTS

TEch rOaD gOrE-TEx® arMacOr  jacket / siZe 46>50 siZe 52>60

DurBan gOrE-TEx® jacket / siZe 46>50 siZe 52>60

vaLparaISO DrySTar® jacket / siZe s>m siZe l>4xl

caLaMa DrySTar® jacket / siZe s>m siZe l>4xl

anDES DrySTar® jacket / siZe s>m siZe l>4xl

MEgaTOn DrySTar® jacket / siZe s>m siZe l>4xl

gunnEr waTErprOOf jacket / siZe s>m siZe l>4xl

T-jawS waTErprOOf jacket / siZe s>m siZe l>4xl

STELLa anDES DrySTar® jacket siZe xs>m siZe l>xl /

STELLa SOLarIS textile jacket siZe xs>s siZe m>2xl /

STELLa T-gp pLuS textile jacket siZe xs>s siZe m>2xl /

STELLa T-gp pLuS aIr jacket siZe xs>s siZe m>3xl /

STELLa francIE textile jacket siZe xs>s       siZe m>2xl      /

STELLa caSSIE DOwn jacket siZe xs>s       siZe m>2xl      /

T-gp r textile jacket / siZe xs>m siZe l>4xl

T-gp prO textile jacket / siZe s>m siZe l>4xl

T-gp pLuS textile jacket / siZe xs>m siZe l>4xl

SOLarIS textile jacket / siZe s siZe m>4xl

vIpEr aIr textile jacket / siZe s>m siZe l>4xl

T-gp r aIr jacket / siZe s>m siZe l>4xl

T-gp pLuS aIr jacket / siZe s>m siZe l>4xl

DuSK 3L waTErprOOf jacket / siZe s>m       siZe l>3xl      

LancE 3L waTErprOOf jacket / siZe s>m       siZe l>3xl       

ScIOn 2L waTErprOOf jacket / siZe s>m       siZe l>3xl       

MacK textile jacket / siZe s>m       siZe l>3xl       

TyLEr DOwn jacket / siZe s>m       siZe l>3xl       

MODELS SIZE S SIZE M SIZE L



RACING.

SPORT.

TOURING.

CITY.

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE.

BIONIC RACE PROTECTOR
SNAP LINKAGE SYSTEM.

AERODYNAMIC BACK HUMP 
BASED ON THE ALPINESTARS 
MOTOGP® PROFILE

ALPINESTARS PATENTED
EXTERNAL PU SLIDERS.

AERODYNAMIC BACK HUMP

REMOVABLE THERMAL
VEST LINER 

REMOVABLE THERMAL
JACKET LINER 

THERMAL INSULATION

REMOVABLE THERMAL
PANTS  LINER

REMOVABLE
MEMBRANE LINER 

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE.

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE.

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE.

ALPINESTARS PATENTED
EXTERNAL PU SLIDERS.

ALPINESTARS PATENTED
EXTERNAL PU SLIDERS.

ALPINESTARS PATENTED
EXTERNAL PU SLIDERS.

REMOVABLE
THIGH WARMER 

REMOVABLE
MEMBRANE LINER 

LEATHER
TOP CONSTRUCTION.

TEXTILE
TOP CONSTRUCTION.

SYNTETHIC
TOP CONSTRUCTION.

TEXTILE/LEATHER
TOP CONSTRUCTION.

LEATHER/SYNTETHIC
TOP CONSTRUCTION.

TEXTILE/SYNTETHIC
TOP CONSTRUCTION

LEATHER PALM
CONSTRUTION.

SYNTHETIC PALM
CONSTRUCTION.

TEXTILE PALM
CONSTRUCTION.

TEXTILE/LEATHER
PALM CONSTRUCTION.

LEATHER/SYNTHETIC
PALM CONSTRUCTION.

TEXTILE/SYNTHETIC
PALM CONSTRUCTION.

PU KNUCKLE.

REMOVABLE
LINER 

REMOVABLE
BRACES.

DETACHABLE
SLEEVES.

PATENTED CALF
EXPANSION POCKETS.

FIT ADJUSTMENT.

REMOVABLE
STORM COLLAR.

SEAMLESS
CONSTRUCTION.

BIONIC NECK SUPPORT
COMPATIBLE.

FIT ADJUSTMENT.

MOLDED
KNUCKLE.

CARBON FIBER
KNUCKLE.

FOAM PADDIN
 KNUCKLE.

PU FINGER
SLIDERS.

CARBON FIBER
FINGER SLIDERS.

HIGH FINGER
BRIDGE

FOAM FINGER
SLIDERS.

PATENTED FINGER
BRIDGE.

PU CUFF.

ADJUSTABLE
WRIST.

ADJUSTABLE
CUFF.

THERMAL
INSULATION.

VISOR
WIPER

WATERPROOF

WATER RESISTANT.

VENTILATED.

WINDPROOF.

VENTILATED
OPENINGS.

MESH PANEL
VENTILATION.

REFLECTIVE
INSERTS.

FOUR JACKETS IN ONE.

DOWN FILLING.

DEVICE COMPATIBLE.

REMOVABLE
PROTECTION LINER 

ALL SEASON
JACKET

WATERPROOF
POCKET

DNS WATERPROOF 
BREATHABLE DUAL 
COATING

ALPINESTARS EXCLUSIVE 
WATERPROOF/BREATHA-
BLE INTERNAL MEMBRANE

GORE-TEX® WATERPROOF/
BREATHABLE INTERNAL 
MEMBRANE

WINDPROOF
BREATHABLE LAMINATED
MEMBRANE

GORE-TEX® WATERPROOF/
BREATHABLE INTERNAL 
MEMBRANE

KEY FEATURES

4-in-1 SyStem -  Interchangeable system incorporating the removable, waterproof and 
breathable Drystar® liner and removable thermal liner. The 4-in-1 system enables the 
jacket to be used with the Drystar® and thermal liners together; the Drystar® or thermal 
liner by themselves; or without either liner, allowing the jacket to be configured in 4 
different ways to suit any climatic condition. 

ARmACOR™ PROduCt teChnOlOgy it’s a patented lattice structure with an 
integrated Kevlar® core. This technology offers extreme tear and abrasion resistance 
yet lighter weight. Incorporated into a GORE-TEX® Pro Shell motorcycling jacket, it will 
protect enthusiastic motorcyclists in the event of a fall. This means safety and enhanced 
comfort – in ALL-WEATHER conditions.

Ce CeRtifiCAtiOn -  Protection and protectors that are CE certified have met the strict 
performance standards and requirements of the European Union. 
 
ClARinO® -  This highly durable material provides great feel for the palm.  Machine 
washable, Clarino® remains soft and supple even after repeated exposure to water. 

ClimAte COntROl SyStem -  System of zippered air intakes and exhausts that allow 
precise control of airflow while riding for superior body temperature regulation. 

COOlmAx® -  This unique material “wicks” moisture away from the skin and quickly 
transfers it to the outer surface to speed up evaporation.

CORduRA® - This textured nylon is durable, lightweight and abrasion resistant

denieR - Denier is a measurement which denotes the thickness and the diameter of a 
fiber material.

dnStm - Fabric treatment technology to give a high degree of water repellent and 
breathable performance.

dRyStAR® - Alpinestars’ waterproof and breathable membrane for all-weather comfort 
and performance.

e.V.A. - This comfortable and lightweight material provides superior shock absorption 
and impact protection.

gORe-tex® - This world renowned waterproof and breathable membrane features 
pores that are smaller than water to keep rain out, but larger than water vapor, allowing 
perspiration to escape.

gORe-tex® PRO Shell - It is the optimum solution for outdoor professionals and 
serious enthusiasts, who need to face extreme weather and tough conditions. Made with 
the most rugged, most breathable, durably waterproof and windproof fabrics.
 
gORe-tex® PAClite® Shell - Combines extreme breathability and durable wind and 
waterproofness with minimum weight and pack volume.

gORe-tex® SOft Shell -  Constructed with soft and warm fabrics. GORE-TEX® Soft 
Shells are designed for reduced layering and improved freedom of movement in colder 
conditions.

gORe-tex® x-tRAfit™ -  X-TRAFIT™ product technology for gloves, feature an 

innovative layered construction that provides optimum tactility and high dexterity for a 
sure grip while remaining soft and flexible. 

PeRfORmAnCe Shell -  Designed to provide comfort and durable waterproof 
protection.

KeVlAR® - Used as a reinforcement, this high strength fiber is cut and tear resistant.  

neOPRene - Comfortable and flexible, this water resistant material provides great 
insulation in cold and damp conditions and excellent wind stopping performance.

PittARdS® digitAl leAtheR - Supple and quick drying leather which provides 
excellent grip in all-weather conditions.

SChOelleR® KePROteC® - This stretchable and vented material features Kevlar® 
reinforced thread for maximum tear and abrasion resistance.

SublimAted gRAPhiCS - Utilizing a pressure and heat process, this system of design 
transfer produces fade free graphics even after extensive washing.

SuPeRfAbRiC® - Flexible, ceramic reinforced fabric that is extremely abrasion, 
puncture and cut resistant making it ideally suited for application on exposed areas such 
as knees and elbows.

tAPed SeAmS - Seam tape is applied along the stitch line of the garment, which 
prevents water intrusion at these small but critical areas.

tASlAn - Durable and water repelling nylon fabric.

teflOn® - Water repellent treatment makes the garments remain lightweight under 
sustained rain. This coating enhances the garment’s resistance against chemicals, 
atmospheric agents and UV rays, thus helping to increase the life of the product.

thinSulAte® - Lightweight, breathable, moisture resistant and quick drying, 
Thinsulate® provides superior insulation for cold weather riding.

PRimAlOft® - A lightweight, breathable insulation that repels moisture to offer 
superior performance for cold-weather riding.

Pu COAting - A thin layer of film applied to the backside of the fabric to give strength, 
structural integrity and water resistance.

Pu - Polyurethane. Polymer containing urethane used in plastics, rubber, foam, etc.

Pe - Polyethilene. Thermoplastic material composed of polymers of ethilene. It is light, 
strong, water resistant and flexible at low temperatures.

WindStOPPeR® -  Laminated membrane offering total windproof performance and 
maximum breathability for complete comfort.

GLOSSARY
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